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AircraFt Reference and Boeing nozz}es for the JT8D-IO0 seri_ mixed flow engines {-109, -115, -ll7).
The objective of the test was to obtain the nozzle velocity and flow coefficients for the
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a longer splitter between the fan and primary flows. A further comparison was made between the
jTSD-]O0 series nozzles and the Boeing JTSD-9/727 production nozzle performance. A statistical
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showed no difference between P&WA Reference and the Boeing configuration for the JTSD-115 and
no difference for the JT8D-117 nozzle_. Bypass ratio (match) was shown to be equally dependent
on splitter position as on nozzle area within the range investigated. The nozzles were very
similar in flow coefficient within an engine family. Excellent profile data was recorded.
The effects of swirl on the nozzle performance was e_amined and found to degrade the velocity
and flow coefficients.
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l.O SUMMARY
This test was conducted to determine the performance (nozzle
velocity and flow coefficient) of Boeing nozzles for the mixed
flow JT8D-IO0 series, refanned JT8D, engines and to compare
these with Pratt and Whitney Aircraft (P&WA) Reference nozzles,
and with the JT8D-9/727 airplane production exhaust system.
The test evaluated Boeing and P&WA nozzles for satisfying the
hot rematch requirements of the JT8D-]O0 series engines (-lOg,
-115, and -I17). This necessitated a change of fan-to-primary
mixing plane area ratio and small changes in nozzle exit area
for each of the different engine cycles. Changes in mixing
plane area were accomplished by varying the splitter position,
or varying the plug size with a common splitter.
The P&WA Reference nozzles were designed with a short splitter
dividing the fan and primary flows upstream of the point where
the two flows mix. The Boeing configurations were designed with
a longer splitter for acoustic treatment. The Boeing configur-
ations, which are designated Config. No. 2, and the P&WA Reference
configurations fall in the category of free mixing nozzles as
opposed to forced mixing nozzles. The Reference nozzles were
considered to adequately represent Boeing designs for Config. No.
1 (short splitter) where the only difference is a slight contour
change in the nozzle tailpipe.
The effects of splitter position and nozzle area variation on
mixing plane match as indicated by the bypass ratio and surface
static pressure measurements on the splitters were examined.
Mixing plane total pressure and exit plane total pressure and
temperature profiles were taken. The effects of primary swirl on
nozzle performance were determined. The mixing efficiencies of
the best JTSD-I09, -ll5 and -If7 nozzles relative to the theo-
retical mixing potential for the hardware and stream conditions
tested were also evaluated.
The testing was cof;ducted with both the primary and fan flows
cold, and also wit_ the primary flow heated to the correct total
temperature ratio relative to the fan. The fan-to-primary
pressure ratio was set according to the typical 727 airplane with
the JT8D-IO0 series engine operating schedule, from idle to cruise,
for the respective engines.
A statistical analysis of variance computer program was used to
compare the performance of the respective Boeing and P&WA
Reference i_ozz]es to determine whether real differences existed
between the configurations. This computer program examines the
variance about a data run and between data runs for each config-
uration tested and, using the nozzle pressure ratio distribution
to weight the data at any particular point of comparison,
computes the data required for a statistical "F test". This tests
the hypothesis that two configurations are the same. The use of
statistics necessitated careful choice of the number of data
points per run to support the order of curve fit expected
through the data and of three runs per configuration as a
desirable minimum to make comparisons statistically valid. The
no_z_ pressure ratio distribution was chosen to support statis-
tica Ly consistent samples of data from run to run and configur-
ation to configuration.
Rig quality was maintained by daily checks, aud by a rig cali-
bration before and after the test nozzle program _vith a 4-inch
standard long radius ASME nozzle. Rig repeatability was
excellent throughout the test.
Durin, the testing of the third configuration a failure occurred
in the n duct instrumentation section. The decision was made
to compa, e configurations using only runs made following the
repair. The comparison of configurations became more definitive
using this procedure than when all the data recorded for some
configurations (pre- and post- instrumentation section repair)
was used. Whereas comparisons are considered in this way to be
free of any instrumentation bias, it is at the expense of
reduced confidence in the estimates of the levels of the nozzle
velocity coefficients. Exclusion of the pre-failure data has
the effect of lowering the estimates of the true level of the
velocity coefficients on these configurations where the data
showed two levels. The amount of reduction is approximately
0.1% at takeoff and about half this at cruise.
The 95% confidence limits for the estimate of the velocity coef-
ficient at any pressure ratio for the P&WA Reference and Boeing
nozzles is +0.0010.
The best performing Boeing nozzles were determined to be those
which used a common small plug and varied the splitter position
to satisfy the hot rematch cycle requirements at the mixing plane
for the respective JTSD-IO0 engines. Figures l through 4 show
the various comparisons made in this test between P&WA Reference
nozzles and Boeing Config. No. 2 nozzles. Options for the Boeing
Config. No. 2 were also tested and comparisons made. The results
of the statistical analysis at two pressure ratios are shown in
the bar charts. Where the statistical analysis showed nozzle
equality there is no difference shown by the statistical symbol.
Figures 5 through lO show the velocity coefficient as a function
of mixed nozzle pressure ratio for the JT8D-I09, -115 and -I17
nozzles combined in accordance with the results of the statistical
analysis. Symbols are not used on these curves to distinguish
the nozzles constituting the combinations, as the mathematical
analysis precludes that distinction and declares the data common.
Figures II and 12 show the mixed flow hot and cold velocity
coefficients for the JT8D/727 airplane production nozzle.
Toe !_:e i, - ,:f ;, " : _ ,;.d '_,,........
!he =' "_ ri "._ ,.d P>,;._A Re:-.L- 't_]c<" n_L_]e'.-_ Or the"-' , n_ r,g ,,,jn :} ,_ -- ' [-
.ITSD-]I5.. en,s_no, _ ,'ave ,.:_"e sa_qe ;;erf;:;r_:_a_:,-._:, . _ '_._!._ ,:k is _iijst slightly
better 1:han _he.. current performance for the ,i'c_n-9,_,,_ m,,.... ei ng
production nozzl? without the thrust reverser effects.
The Boeing Conflg. :._,N_, 2 an_ F'&NA Reference nozzles for the
JT8D-II7 engine have _he same performance which is better than
the c_rrent performance for the JTSD-9 Boeing production nozzle
without the thrust reverser effects.
larger plug op*ions for _:_e _.oei-,-! Cenfig. ,:. ? ncz,_ie_, which
employed a common snlicter, resu]t._-d _n reduced takeoff perform-
ance b_ i_: !_:r::ral :,uif_:. ,,_ tos.:.es _: cr:_:,.e. T_e ic',:s:.s
was st_fficier,'L ,.u ,_, '_:s,b ; _-_<_,1: t _- ] < u:;£ _.,s ;,, -,-_';,o;il_. :1 ex;-_c.iJient
on _he JT8Li-!O0 seri,:::, er,_ine_.
The effect of the _,_t<ed,_.- t,t_r; of ;:._-_m_r5 rio.,.; ._-.w rl was snow:_
to be ti,,e same on both -.no :_&,.,';,. a!_.d !-;o_ir,_ k jTSF!-!O9 noz;'le.
Figure 13 shows _Ue bet _-_i>:ed velocity coeffic,ent of the
combined data. C,:_T,pari'_-on ST Fi!_ure _3 _,_iti'., 9 snows a loss due
to the swirl. Part of thi_..', loss is due to the losses intro-
duceo by _he swirl vanes, which when accou_ted for, results in
mixed velocity coefficient .... _duct.c ions du,'_ to swirl alone of
0.5% at takeoff and t.).25 : at cruise.
The nozzle flow coeflicients indica, ted LnaL the PAWA Reference
and Boeing Cot, fig. _o ........._ noz:l_,< _o", t.n_- _'_;'.lOq,_,, . enr_i_e,_ we _,,.
identiea!]: ,:__::.,,!,_d .;t <]i pr.- _,_,.-e r_l. lo, _::d th,_t the de-L. ired
decrea__.e in nozz e _.:o_:ff_:ie_',_ _e!at. ive to ,.n_, ,;T_O-q!7?7 air-
pla:_,.- product on nozz]c, ,_.o aid the' idle i. hr_,_t cond;ti,')n was
accomplished, Figure 14. The P&WA Reference and Boeing Config.
No. 2 for the JTSD-II5 and -117 engines respectively show
differences of the order of I% at takeoff and are the same at
cruise, Figures 15 and 16.
Bypass ratio was shown to be sensitive to splitter position,
and to exhaust nozzle area variation. The sensitivity of bypass
ratio to splitter position was the only useful measure of match
on this model test due to the inability to place the splitter
static pressures in the correct plac__b. Splitter position and
nozzle exit area will be the controlling influences to obtain
match at the mixing plane on the full scale engine. The exit
area will be used to control the total mass flow. The exit plane
surveys indicated that total temperature profiles and non-
dimensionalized velocity profiles are insensitive to pressure
ratio. Good agreem,._nt was obtained between the profiles obtained
for the JT8D-9/727 airplane production nozzle and the full scale
data obtained from a JT8D-9 engine. The mixing plane total pres-
sure surveys showed no surprises. The introduction of swirl
on the P&WA Reference and Boeing Config. No. 2 nozzles for the
JT8D-I09 engine showed a marked defect in the core of the flow,
indicating a vartex was p;'esent at the center of the exit flow.
Mixing efficiency of the JT8D-!O0 series nozzles was better than
had been expected, attaining approximately 45% of the theoretical
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FIGURE 5 - MIXED VELOCITY COEFFI_'IENT FOR P&WA REF. AND BOEING CONFIG.
NO. 2 NOZZLES INSTALLED ON JTSD-I09 ENGINE (TTp/TTF : 2.2).
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FIGURE 7 - MIXED VELOCITY COEFFICIENT FOR P&WA REF. AND BOEING CONFTG. NO.
2 NOZZLES INSTALLED ON JT8D-115 ENGINE (TTp/TTF = 2.2).
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FIGURE 9 - MIXED VELOCITY COEFFICIENT FOR BOEING CONFIG, NO. 2 NOZZLES
INSTALLED ON JTSD-ll5 AND JTSD-ll7 ENGINES (TTp/TTF = l.O).
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FIGURE I0 - MIXED VELOCITY COEFFICIENT FOR P&WA REF. NOZZLES INSTALLED ON
JT8D-II5 AND JT8D-II7 ENGINES (TTp/TTF = 1.0).
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FIGURE 16 - MIXED FLOW COEFFICIENT FOR P&WA REF. AND BOEING CONFIG. NO. 2
NOZZLES INSTALLED ON JT8D-117 ENGINES (TTp/TTF = 2.2).
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2.0 INTRUDUCTION
The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft refanned JTSD-IO0 engines are
derivatives of the basic JTSD engines used to power the 7L7
airplane. The JT8D-IO0 engines use a single stage fan of lar_er
diameter than the two fan stages on the basic engine to achieve
higher thrust, lower specific fuel consumption and reduced jet
noise. These higher thrust versions require changes in the area
distribution between fan and primary flows at the mixing plane
to satisfy the hot rematch requirements of these engines. In
addition, small changes in the exhaust nozzle areas are required
for each engine version. The following table shows the estimated
uninstalled thrusts and specific fuel consumptions for the basic
JT8D and refanned JT8D-IO0 engines:
The purpose of this I/8-scale model test was to evaluate the
performance of various free mixing nozzle options for the re-
fanned JT8D (i.e., JT8D-IO0 series engines). A report entitled
"Scale Model Testing of the Jet Noise Characteristics of the
JT8D Refan Engine Nozzle System" CR 134618, BCAC D6-41529 was
issued concurrently with this document to report the noise
characteristics of these nozzles.
The mixed flow configurations covered three engine variants,
the JT8D-I09, -If5, -ll7, the corresponding Pratt and Whitney
Aircraft (P&WA) Reference nozzles and two Boeing configuration
designs, designated Config. No. l dT_dConfig. No. 2. Simply
stated the differences between nozzle configurations concern
the axial location and shape of the splitter dividing the fan
and primary flow and the internal plug. Design effort by P&WA
for their Reference nozzles resulted in nozzle contours which
Boeing felt represented a suitable solution for a short splitter
design. Boeing considered that the replacement of the P&WA outer
wall contour with the Boeing contour, designed to accommodate a
thrust reverser, would not invalidate that conclusion. Boeing
designs, therefore, concentrated or Config. No. 2 options. The
Config. No. 2 geometries reflect alternative designs for the
JT8D-IO0 series engine variations based on the concepts of
either a common plug and a variable splitter position (to
accommodate the required variation in primary and fan area split
at the mixing plane) or, a common splitter and variations in the
plug. Geometries of the P&WA and Boeing configurations are
described in Section 4.2.
The following is a list of the major objectives of the test:
o Obtain the relative performance levels of various Boeing
options in exhaust configurations to suit the JT8D-IO0
series engines.
o Compare the performance (velocity coefficients) of the P&WA
Reference nozzle configurations with short splitters
(similar to a Boeing Config. No. l) with the Boeing
configurations with long splitters (designated Config. No.
2) for the various JTSD-IO0 saries engine configurations.
o To obtain an estimate of the _Dsolute performance levels
of the various configurations using an ASME standard.
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To e×amine the effects on performance of other Boeing Config.
No. 2 designs which could have merit from a cost effective
parts commonality point of view in production configurations
for the three engine cycles.
o To investigate the effects of the P&WA predicted primary
flow swirl for the JT8D-I09 engine on the performance of the
P&WA and Boeing nozzles.
o To determine within the constraints imposed by model tests,
the influence of exhaust area variation and splitter radial
position on the required match (bypass ratio) of the JT8D-
lO0 engines.
o To obtain nozzle exit total temperature and total pressure
surveys to determine exit velocities for noise analysis and
to qualitatively assess mixing efficiency, and to obtain
mixing plane total pressure surveys to assess mixing plane
behavior.
o To determine the differences between the Boeing and P&WA
Reference nozzle discharge coefficients.
The test was designed recognizing the requirements to compare
configurations using mathematically valid statistical techniques
for determining differences between configurations, if any.
This was the first comprehensive application of these statistical
techniques to model nozzle testing in The Boeing Company. For
this reason, the statistical analysis is dealt with at some
length in Section 5.9 in order te acquaint the reader with the
principles involved. The complex mathematics involved is not
included as it has been assumed that anyone interested in the
standard statistical techniques employed can avail themselves
of the various sources of information on the subject.
19






























Nozzle geometric exit area.
Fan effective flow area at nozzle exit plane.
Primary effective flow area at nozzle exit plane.
Fan effective flow area at mixing plane.
Total effective flow area at mixing plane.
Primary effective flow area at mixing plane.
Flow coefficient based on single or separate flow
relations, see Appendix A.I.
Flow coefficient based on fully mixed flow relations,
see Appendix A.2.
Specific heat at constant pressure.
Specific heat at constant pressL_re based on fan
stream properties.
Specific heat at constant pressure based on fully
mixed stream properties.
Specific heat at constant pressure based on primary
stream properties.
Specific heat at constant volume.
Velocity coefficient based on single or separate flow
relations, see Appendix A.3.
Velocity coefficient based on fully mixed flow
relations, see Appendix A.4.
Gross thrust or resultant measured force.
Measured force in X-direction.
Measured force in Y-direction.
Measured force in Z-direction.
2
Gravitation constant, 32.174 ft/sec




























Fan stream Math number at mixing plane.
Fully mixed stream Mach number.
Primary stream Mach number at mixing plane.
Pressure.
Ambient Pressure.
Standard sea level ambient pressure, 14.696 psia.
Static pressure.
Fan stream static pressure at mixing plane.
Primary stream static pressure at mixing plane.
Total pressure.
Fan stream tota] pressure.
Fu|ly mixed total pressure
Primary stream total pressure.
Temperature.
Ambient temperature.
Standard sea level ambient temperature, 518.69°R.
Total temperature.
Fan stream total temperature.
Fully mixed total temperature.
Primary stream total temperature.
Radius.



























Splitter trailing edge radius at mixing plane.
Ideal fully expanded fan jet velocity.
Ideal fully expanded jet veolicty based on fully
mixed flow conditions.
Ideal fully expanded primary jet velocity.
Fully expanded jet velocity at nozzle exit
plane.
Fully expanded jet velocity on the geometric center-
line at the nozzle exit plane.
Maximum fully expanded jet velocity at the nozzle
exit plane.
Air flow rate.
Measured fan stream flow rate.








The test was conducted on the Boeing Thrust-Vectoring Rig
No. 2, Figure 17, which is located at Boeing Field, Seattle,
Washington. This rig has a single air supply which is divided
upstream of the balance, and each flow is thereafter individu-
ally controlled and measured by critical flow venturis. The
primary flow can be heated by a propane burner up to a temper-
ature of about 1500°F maximum. The air flow rate capability
is I0 Ib/sec primary flow and 15 lb/sec fan flow at a nozzle
pressure ratio of approximately 4.0. With choke plates in the
line to provide a uniform total pressure profile entering the
model, the total flow capability is reduced and the maximum
pressure ratio which can be accomplished depends on the bypass
ratio being simulated. For the subject test, a maximum pres-
sure ratio of 2.6 (about the normal cruise thrust level of the
JT8D-IO0 Series Engines) was accomplished for bypass ratio 2.0
conditions. Four strain gauge load cells are used to measure
the three components of force Fx, Fy, Fz. The pressure and
temperature ratios between primary and fan passages can be
varied at will.
The exhaust from the rig is collected by an axial silencer and
discharged to the atmosphere. The rig itself is surrounded by
a wooden "dog house" for acoustic suppression Static pressure
measurements have shown that no change in the static pressure
from ambient around the rig is caused by either of these two
pieces of noise abatement equipment, and that the rig is a
true free jet facility.



















Photographs of the Instrumentation Section and Nozzle Test
Parts are in Section 7.4,
4.2.1 INSTRUMENTATION SECTION
A I/8 scale model of the JT8D-IO0 engine duct exists was con-
structed. This constituted the part referred to as the
instrumentation section which incorporated constant area pri-
mary and fan passages with choke plates to provide flat pres-
sure profiles in both ducts. (See Figure 299, Section 7.4)
The model did not expressly simulate the engine rear bearing
support struts and the fan case support structure of tie rods
etc. However, the model primary duct had four struts and the
fan duct had six struts in the stream downstream of the pres-
sure and temperature measurement station and therefore incorpo-
rates a system of comparable losses. It is worthy of comment
that swirl was not present in the primary stream as it is in
the full scale engine. When swirl was introduced, it was
produced downstream of all the struts. Therefore, any addi-
tional loss of the rear bearing support structure occasioned
by the presence of swirl was not included in the performance
measurements made with swirl in this model test.
-_he fan and primary total pressure and total temperature
measurement station was 29.1 inches (full scale) upstream of
exhaust station 0.0. Full scale engine instrumentation is
approximately 17.5 inches (full scale) upstream of this exhaust
station.
The fan duct contains three, nine probe, area weighted, total
pressure probes on three struts, 120 ° apart. 0,_ one other
strut, four thermocouples are mounted to monitor ,=an air flow
temperature. The primary duct contains three, ten probe, area
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weighted, total pressure probes on three struts, 1205 apart,
and between two of these struts, a fourth strut is located
with four thermocouples to monitor primary gas stream
temperature.
The instrumentation section accepted different nozzles for the
P&WAJTBD-]O0 and Boeing JT8D-IO0 and JT8D-9 configurations.
Variations in the splitter between the fan and primary flow
passages could be incorporated and different plugs could be
attached to the center of the section.
4.2.2 NOZZLE
Figure T8 shows line drawings of the various P&WA Reference
nozzles, (, r all intents and purposes, Boeing Config. No. l
also). Fiugre 19 shows line drawing definitions of the Boeing
Config. No. 2 options for the various JT8D-IO0 engine variants.
The following tables list the model parts associated with the
P&WA Reference and Boeing Config. No. 2 designs.
Boeing 727 Airplane Production & P&WA Reference Nozzles
Nozzle Nozzle
EnBine Plu_ Splitter Outer Wall Exit
JT8D-9 P] S1 C2 El
JT8D-I09 P2A $2 C3 E2
JT8D-II5 P2A $3 C3 E3
JT8D-ll7 P2A $4 C3 E4
2B
Boeing Config. No. 2 Nozzles
NOZZLE NOZZLE
ENGINE PLUG SPLITTER OUTER WALL EXIT
JT8D-109 P5-1 $5 C4 E5
JT8D-I15 P5-I S6 C4 E6
JT8D-II5 P5-lS $6 C4 E6
JT8D-II5 P5-2 S5 C4 E6
JT8D-117 75-1 S7 C4 E7
JT8D-117 P5-3 $5 C4 E7
JT8D-117 P5-3A $5 C4 E7
JT8D-117 P7 $6 C4 E7
The exit areas of each of the nozzles, except the JT8D-9, were
capable of being varied to suit the various JT8D-IO0 series
engine nozzle exit requirements. The nozzles incorporated
bosses to which exit survey rakes or mixing p]ane survey rakes
could be attached. The JT8D-IO0 nozzle outer walls were
capable of circumferential rotation about the attachment plane
to facilitate rake surveys at any position.
The model contours were designed in accordance with P&WA mixing
plane a_._ match and nozzle exit requirements for the respective
JT8D-IO0 series engine configurations, taking into account
design requirements for the incorporation of thrust reversers
on the Boeing configuration, length restrictions for the 727
airplane, aerodynamic convergence or diffusion where applicable,
and flow smoothness for minimum loss.
The P&WA Reference nozzle configurations have a total mixing
plane area of 1562 sq.in.(full scale) compared to the Boeing
Config. No. 2 designs which for the common plug versions
(P5-1 and PS-IS) have a mixing plane area of 1534 sq. in.
Efforts to use a common splitter ($5) for the JT8D-I09, -ll5, and
-If7 using plugs P5-1, P5-2 and P5-3 or-3A respectively, or a
common splitter $6 for the -115 and -I17 only, using plugs
P5-1 and P7 respectively, result in decreased mixing plane
areas for the -115 and -117 (see Figure 19 and Table IV). Re-
duced mixing plane area increases the respective mixing plane
Mach numbers in the fan and primary ducts. Inherently this is
undesirable as regards mixing efficiency and nozzle losses,
but in certain instances, it can improve the aerodynamic
conditions upstream of the mixing plane by reducing flow turning
and/or diffusion.
Each model was equipped with eight coplanar static pressures on
the splitter trailing edge, four on the fan side ar.d four on
the primary side located at 90 ° intervals around the circumfer-
ence of the splitters. The thinness of the model scale split-
ters prevented the placement of the static pressures as close
to the trailing edge as was really desirable. On the P&WA
Reference nozzles they were placed the equivalent of 4.16 inches,
full scale, upstream of the splitter trailing edge, and on the


















































NOZZLE EXIT CONFIGURATION NO.





D - DESIGN DIMENSIONS





























































D - DESIGN DIMENSIONS
A - ACTUAL HARDWARE DIMENSIONS
S5
s6 SEE TABLE II
z/_F P5"I
P75-2
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The following is a list of parameters and estimated 95;'_
confidence limits of the recorded data.
I) Measured parameters: Range Accuracy*
Thrust
Temperature
Primary nozzle total pressure
Primary nozzle total pressure
Sp]itter and duct static
pressure
0-500 LB + 0.I0%
Amb. -lOOO°F + 4°F
0-50 PSIA + 0.]5%
0-50 PSIA + 0.15%
0-50 PSIA + 0.15%
Primary and fan venturi upstream 0-250 PSl + 0.15%
static pressure
Primary and fan throat static + 0.5%
pressure
Primary and fan venturi total + l°F
temperature




Traverse probe total temperature Amb. -lO00°F + 5°F
Traverse probe position 0-6 IN. + I%
2) Calculated Parameters:
Air flow 0-9.25 LB/SEC + 0.25%
Where accuracy is expressed as a percentage, it represents
the percentage of the full range value.
For steady state data, a trap and scan scannivalve system with
punched paper tape output was used with all transducers.




The following procedures were used throughout the test program
and to check both the model and data system before each day's
running or configuration change.
1) A11 runs:
a) Inspect the model build and check for leaks with low
air pressure at model joints.
b) Check all instrumentation lines for pressure leaks.
2) Cold runs:
a) Zero check instrumentation. Read barometer. Set pri-
mary and fan pressure ratios in accordance with the
predetermined relationship, Figure 20, for the particu-
lar configuration with cold flow in both fan and primary
channels. Record data after pressures stabilize
(approximately one minute) and set the next highest
fan to primary pressure ratio in accordance with pre-
determined relationship. Repeat until data for eleven
primary nozzle pressure ratios in ascending order has
been obtained. Shut down air supply. Re-check zero.
b) Repeat 2a twice.
3) Hot runs:
a) At low primary and fan pressure ratios, ignite primary
burner and warm up model for approximately 20 minutes.
Shut down air supply.
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b) Zero check instrumentation. Read barometer. Set
primary and fan pressure ratios at low levels and ignite
primary burner. Set primary and fan pressure ratio in
accordance with predetermined relationship for the
particular condition maintaining the primary to fan
temperature ratio at 2.2. Record data after pressures
stabilize (approximately one minute) and set the next
highest fan to primary pressure ratio in accordance
with the predetermined relationship.
Repeat until data for eleven primary nozzle pressure
ratios in ascending order have been obtained. Shut
down air supply and burner. Zero check instru-
mentation.
c) Repeat 3b twice.
4) Exit traverse:
a) Repeat 3b at only four selected pressure ratios in-
stead of eleven. Take an exit survey using the
traversing total pressure and temperature probes,
recording pressure and temperature continuously as a
function of a rake radial position.
b) Repeat 4a at two additional circumferential positions.
5) Mixin_ olane survey:
a) Repeat 2a at only four selected primary nozzle pressure
ratios instead of eleven. Take a mixing plane survey
using the traversing total pressure probe, recording
pressure continuously as a function of probe radial
position.
b) Repeat 5a at two additional circumferential positions.
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4.5 TEST DESIGN AND DATA COLLECTION
4.5.1 PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE RATIO SELECTION
An explanation of the judgements and philosophy which determined
the choice of fan/primary pressure and temperature ratio is
desirable since the ratios influence the resulting data and the
analysis. It was suspected that the temperature ratio has by
far the biggest influence on the theoretical mixing thrust gains,
but that the importance of the pressure ratio must be carefully
considered. It was also suspected that on a mixed flow engine
the shape and therefore the level of the velocity coefficient
would be sensitive to the pressure and temperature ratio and
therefore great care must be exercised in their selection to
obviate confounding the experiment.
By an examination of JT8D-I09 engine data, it was obvious that
the fan/primary pressure ratio was by no means constant, varying
typically o_er a range of l.Ol to 1.06. The temperature ratio
varies between 2.1 and 2.3. Moreover, the range of the pres-
sure ratios is different for each engine cycle simulated.
From these data, it was apparent that some kind of representa-
tive pressure and temperature ratio schedules were required.
From studies conducted with a I00% ideal mixing analysis to
examine the effects of temperature and pressure ratio variations,
the following was concluded:
I . The theoretical mixing gain is a function of the absolute
temperatures of the gas streams.
• The theoretical mixing gain is dependent on the temperature
ratio but relatively insensitive to the magnitude of the
temperature ratio changes exemplified by the typical
JT8D-IO0 operating envelope. Therefore, a temperature ratio
of 2.2 was chosen.
_2
° The mixing potential is dependent and quite sensitive to,
the pressure ratio variations over the typical JT8D-IO0
operating range. Therefore, a schedule of primary/fan
pressure ratio was utilized for each engine cycle simulated,
Figure 20.
The fan stream of the Thrust Vectoring Rig is not heated. The
temperature ratio could therefore only be simulated by having
a lower primary temperature than that in the full scale engines.
It was concluded this would reduce the potential theoretical
thrust gains but would not affect the ability to measure the
mixing efficiency of the nozzles. That is to say, the amount
of the theoretical gain recovered by mixing is a constant
proportion of the theoretical gain for a particular engine
cycle even though the absolute magnitude of the theoretical
gain is a function of the absolute temperature.
Figure 20 shows the chosen pressure ratios for the various engine
configurations. These curves are divided into roughly three
segments representative of a typical engine operation of the
JT8D-IO0 powered 727-200 airplane. The three segments represent:
l, idle to takeoff power_ 2, climb to initial cruise at maxi-
mum climb power, and 3, typical cruise. The cruise curves inter-
sect the curves shown depending on Mach number and altitude
chosen. The pressure ratios chosen are therefore not rigorous
but the best that can be expected for the simplification of a
complex relationship.
4.5.2 SELECTION OF NUMBER OF RUNS AND DATA POINTS
Designers of experiments must take cognizance of the intended
use of the data. Comparisons of configurations require enough
data of the right type to perform a reliable statistical
analysis. History indicates that most, if not all, nozzle
performance test rigs have random errors which cause run to
_3
run level variations of any particular configuration. For this
reason a number of run_ per configuration must be performed.
Without excessive elaboration it will be stated here that the
statistical degrees of freedom needed in the analysis are
proportional to the number of runs per configuration minus one.
Three runs per configuration are the minimum useful number of
runs required to improve the analysis of variance (see Section
5.9) to the level of meaningfulness to conduct intelligent
comparisons of configurations.
The number of data points per run is governed to a large extent
by the pressure ratio range expected for the particular applica-
tion of the nozzle being tested. However, certain other crite-
ria govern the number of data points and the pressure ratio
distribution:
Firstly, consideration must be taken of the order of the re-
gression equation (polynomial curve fit) expected to fit the
data. Generally, velocity coefficient curves will be
second or third order, and a mathematicians rule of thumb
is that n points per run are required for each of the n
coefficients of the regression equation. Thus, for a least
squares curve fit routine to have sufficient data to arrive
at a regression curve of reasonable confidence, nine points
per run are required for quadratic curve fits and sixteen
points for _Jbic curve fits.
Secondly, any particular nozzle pressure ratios of inter-
est and distribution of the pressure ratios around the
points of interest must be considered. These points of
interest in nozzle work usually pertain to the takeoff
pressure ratio and cruise pressure ratio. Curve shape is
also important. Whereas it might appear that taking all
data points at two particular pressure ratios would suffice
as far as the best estimates of the absolute values were
concerned, it would violate the curve fit requirements.
For the comparison of two or more configurations, it is import-
ant that all be run with the same distribution of pressure
ratios. A valid statistical comparison of two or more configu-
rations depends on certain conditions being satisfied which
depend in turn on the variance of the data between runs as well
as within a run. Since the variance changes with pressure ratio
it is readily apparent that the comparison of different configu-
rations becomes more difficult if the quality of the data in
one configuration is better at the particular point of compari-
son than in another. If sufficient number of data points could
be taken this condition would not exist because it is assumed
the distribution of error is normal (this is the central limit
theorem) and in the limit (many runs and many data points per
run) the quality at a particular point is the same. To satisfy
these conditions, eleven points with the same primary pressure
ratio distribution per run were considered satisfactory and
within the test time available considering the number of
configurations to be tested.
4.5.3 DATA COLLECTION AND REDUCTION
Data reduction was accomplished in four phases:
l) Transducer outputs and temperatures in non-eng;neering
units, physical areas and ambient conditions were recorded
on punched paper tape.
2) Calculated nozzle parameters, corrected thrust, mass flow,
pressure ratios, bypass ratio and individual pressure
readings were obtained on a digital computer near the test
site. Output was generally available within 45-60 minutes
after each run.
_5
3) Certain parameters were selected and compiled for computer
data reduction using a more elaborate computer program.
Data was obtained in the same form as the above mentioned
data and also with other computational methods to obtain
outputs as functions of mixed flow parameters and full
scale quantities. A calculation for each data point was
conducted using a 100% mixed theoretical subroutine program
with outputs of local velocities, Mach numbers, pressure
ratios and theoretical mixed thrust gains. Least squares
quadratic curve fits were put through each composite of
three runs (average 33 data points) as an aid to rapid
comparison.
4) Configurations were compared using a statistical analysis






It is necessary for any test of nozzles to have some baseline
v;hich establishes test rig performance repeatability and level.
For this purpose, a long radius ASME nozzle was mounted on the
rig with its own instrumentation section and was run at the
same pressure ratios, mass flows and bypass ratio as the
JTSD-IO0 nozzles. The velocity coefficient and flow coefficient
_f the ASME nozzle were obtained. Figures 21 and 22 show
velocity coefficient and flow coefficient respectively obtained
with the 4-inch ASME nozzle at the beginning of the test
program. These results are compared with a recognized industry
standard referred to as the G.E. level. The excellent agree-
ment with the G.E. flow coefficient level indicates accurate
mass flow measurements. The velocity coefficient level is
lower than the G.E. level by approximately 1.0% over the pres-
sure ratio range considered. Figure 23 shows a thrust cor-
rection curve generated from the difference betweeF, the G.E.
level and the rig level. A curve was drawn through these data
and this correction was incorporated in the data reduction
program to correct all measured thrusts. The increased scatter
in the data at lower pressure ratios is readily apparent in
Figure 23. Figures 24 and 25 illustrate the excellent
repeatability of the rig at the end of the test. Figure 26
shows the thrust errors for each individual data point after
the test was completed, to be of the same family as those
generated at the beginning of the test. It can be concluded
that the rig repeatability was well maintained throughout the
test in both thrust and mass flow measurement.
Part way through the test a failure occurred in the I/8-scale
model instrumentation section, necessitating a complete rebuild
of the pressure and temperature instrum_'ntation in the fan
passage. Retesting of the same configuration which had been
_7
tested just prior to tile failure sho;_ed a level shift, not
repeated by the subsequent end of test rig calibration using
the ASrIE standard nozzle. This indicated t_lat the instru-
mentation section had an influence on the absolute levels of
the data.
_u,,par!sons have been made throughout this report using only
data collected for each nozzle run with the rebuilt instru-
mentation section. Unfortunately all nozzles to be compared
were not and could not be run with the two, apparently
different instrumentation sections. By combining the data for
those configurations tested both before and after the instru-
mentation section rebuild, more valid estimates of the absolute
levels of performance were obtained due to tile inclusion of
another experimental variable. Examination of these data reveals
that the velocity coefficient estimates have 95% confidence of
being within 0.10% and 0 05% of the best estimate of the true
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5.0 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 GENERAL
Appendix A shows the equations used for the data reduction of
velocity coefficient and flow coefficient. Two methods have
been employed for the calculations and the following remarks
concern the velocity coefficient. In one method, the ideal
thrust in the denominator !_ the sum of the thrusts obtained by
fully expanding the individual gas streams to ambient through
separate ideal nozzles. The other method employs the ideal
thrust resulting when the streams are fully mixed, conserving
mass, momentum and energy, and then fully expanding to ambient
through an ideal nozzle. Since the numerator is the same in
each case and contains (when run with a hot primary and cold
fan) the realized mixing gains, and the denominator in the
velocity coefficient equations is different, then it follows
that the velocity coefficient calculated one way is not the
same as calculated the other way. The velocity coefficient
calculated with cold flow in each passage is essentially the
same irrespective of the method of calculation. Small differ-
ences exist, however, because the pressures in the fan and
primary passage are not the same.
For the purposes of comparing absolute levels of performance
of various configurations the following must be considered:
0 The hot nozzle Cv can be used to compare absolute levels
of performance of the configurations irrespective of the
calculation method provided the two methods are not confused.
O To determine mixing gains the equation uses the velocity
coefficients evaluated using the sum of the separately
expanded flows. (See Section 5.8)
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Nozzle losses: independent of mixing gains, can be observed
by comparing cold nozzle velocity coefficient at the correct
fan-to-primary pressure ratio for the engine.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft provide nozzle velocity coefficient
for engine simulator work as a function of the mixed total pres-
sure. Therefore, comparisons herein will be made on that basis.
Similarly, comparisons of flow coefficient will be made on a
mixed flow pressure ratio basis.
Section 5.8 presents the evaluation of mixing efficiency for
selected configurations.
Section 5.9 presents a discussion of the statistical analysis
used to determine the validity of differences between the
various configurations.
Section 7.0 presents the velocity coefficient, flow coefficient,
pressure ratio schedule, bypass ratio and splitter static pres-
sure ratio for each configuration. In some configurations,
the relaticnship between mixed total pressure ratio and primary
nozzle pressure ratio is also included. Each configuration
tested has a set of graphs in Section 7.2. The subsections are
numbered as 7.2.X wher_ the X refers to the Test Configuration
(T.C.) number. In the discussion of the comparisons which
follow, the sets of data for each configuration are referred to
by Test Configuration number rather than the actual figure
numbers, otherwise the text becomes encumbered with multi-
references.
It became readill apparent from a preliminary analysis of the
data that of all the Boeing Config. No. 2 options for the
JTSD-I09, -ll5 and -ll7 engines, those which used a common small
plug terminating at the mixing plane (Exhaust station 21, see
Figure 19) and altered the splitter position to accomplish the
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desired mixing plane match, were the best performing Config. No.
2 nozzles. Extensive statistical analysis, Section 5.9, of
these configurations, the P&WA Reference nozzles, and of con-





5.2 PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF P&WA REFERENCE AND BUEING
CONFIG. NO. 2 NOZZLES (COMMON PLUG, VARIABLE SPLITTER)
Each Boeing configuration was compared witi_ its equivalent P&WA
Reference configuration. In addition, the performance levels
for each type of nozzle (Boeing or P&WA Reference) for a partic-
ular engine cycle were compared to the performance for the same
type of nozzle for different engine cycles and to variants for
the same cycle. Figure 27 shows comparisons of the P&WA Refer-
ence nozzles and the Boeing Config. No. 2 nozzles which have
their respective common plugs and var; the splitter location to
suit the individual engine cycle mixing plane area requirements.
Also shown is a comparison of these ]T8D-IO0 nozzles to the
JT8D-9/727 airplane production nozzle. Levels of velocity coef-
ficient for cold and hot conditions, _t 1.6 and 2.4 mixed nozzle
pressure ratios, for each configuration are based on the levels
read from the data points from Section 7.0. Velocity coefficient
levels determined from the statistical analysis, Section 5.9,
are also shown. It is apparent from Figure 27 that in some in-
stances there are small differences in performance indicated by
reading the mean levels from the data points in Section 7.0 which
the statistical analysis shows to be insubstantiable. At other
points, the apparent difference is substantiated by the
statistical result.
The performance comparisons of these P&WA Reference and Boeing
Config. No. 2 nozzles on the various JT8D-IO0 engines and
comparisons of the JT8D-IO0 configurations to the JT80-9/727
airplane production configuration are discussed in the follow-
ing subsections.
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5.2.1 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF P&WA REFZRLNCE (T.C.3) AND
BOEING CONFIG. NO. 2 (T.C.7) NOZZLES FOR THE JT8D-I09
ENGINE
The data for these two configurations were combined because the
statistical analysis determined that they were the same, with
95% confidence, over the 1.6 to 2.5 mixed nozzle pressure
range. Figures 28 and 29 show the combined data points and
least squares curve fit through the mixed velocity coefficient
data for hot (TTD/TTF = 2.2) and cold (TTp/TTF = 1.0) flow
conditions, respectively, The data were obtained simulating the
JT8D-109 fan-to-primary total pressure ratio. The cold level
of mixed velocity coefficient is the best representation of the
thermodynamic efficiency for these two nozzle configurations.
Comparisons of these two nozzles with the introduction of
primary flow swirl is presented in Section 5.7.2. Flow
coefficient comparisons are presented in Section 5.5.
5.2.2 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF P&WA REFERENCE (T.C.5) AND
BOEING CONFIG. NO. 2 (T.C.II) NOZZLES FOR THE JT8D-II5
ENGINE
Examination of the hot nozzle performance levels using the
statistical analysis (Section 5.9) shows, with 95% confidence,
that the P&WA Reference nozzle is the same as the Boeing Config.
No. 2 nozzle for the JT8D-II5 engine between mixed pressure
ratios of 1.6 and 2.5. Figure 30 shows the combined data and
TTp/T =the least squares curve fit for the hot flow ( TF 2.2)
mixed velocity coefficient of these two nozzles.
The statistical analysis shows that the cold flow (TTp/TTF =
1.0) mixed velocity coefficients of these two nozzles are
different at nozzle pressure ratios of 1.9 to 2.3 but are the
same at takeoff and cruise. FurthermoFe, the statistical
analysis shows there are differences between either the Boeing
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and the common level for the Boeing and P&WA nozzles for the
JTSD-I09 engine. Cold flow performance levels are presented
and discussed further in the next sub-section.
5.2.3 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF P&WA REFERENCE (T.C.6) AND
BOEING CONFIG. NO. 2 (T.C.18) NOZZLES FOR THE JTSD-II7
ENGINE
Examination of the hot nozzle performance levels using the
statistical analysis (Section 5.9) shows, with 95% confidence,
that the P&WA Reference nozzle is the same as the Boeing Config.
No. 2 nozzle for the JT8D-II7 engine between mixed pressure
ratios of 1.6 and 2.5. Figure 31 shows the combined data and
least squares curve fit for the hot flow (TTp/TTF = 2.2) mixed
velocity coefficient of these two nozzles.
Statistical analysis was used to determine whether the cold
(TTp/TTF = 1.0) performance levels of the Boeing Config. No. 2
nozzle for the JT8D-IIS engine wa- different than the Boeing
design for the JT8D-II7 engine. A similar analysis was con-
ducted with the P&WA Reference nozzle data for the JT8D-II5
and -117 engines. The physical differences between the JT8D-
115 and -117 configurations, for the P&WA or Boeing designs,
are smaller than the differences between either the JT8D-I09
and the -115 configurations or between the JT8D-I09 and the
-117 configurations. Moreover, the engine mixing plane area
match requirements are such that the primary flow passage
changes from a diffusing passage in the JT8L)-I09, to converg-
ing passages in both the P&WA and Boeing JT8D-ll5 and -117
designs. These flow passage changes are beneficial for the in-
ternal aerodynamics. For these reasons it was suspected that
the performance differences between the JTSD-II5 and -I17
configurations would be small. The statistical analysis showed
that the cold flow mixed velocity coefficients for the Boeing
Config. #o. 2 JT8D-II5 and -117 nozzles were the same for mixed
6_
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pressure ratios between 1.6 and 2.5. Similarly, the P&WA
Reference nozzles for the JT8D-ll5 and -ll7 engine were also the
same. Figures 32 and 33 show the combined data and least
squares curve fit for the cold flow (TTp/TTF = l.O) mixed velocity
coefficients of the Boeing Config. No. 2 and P&WA Reference
nozzles, respectively, for the JT8D-ll5/-ll7 engines.
A comparison of the cold performance levels of the nozzles for
the JT8D-IOg engine (Figure 29) with those for the JT8D-II5/
-I17 engines (Figures 32 and 33) reveal differences in internal
losses for the three nozzle families. A similar comparison of
the hot performance levels (Figure 28, 30, and 31) reflect the
achieved thrust gains due to mixing as well as the internal
losses. Since the theoretical mixing gains and the mixing
efficiencies are different for nozzles installed on the JT8d-
10g, -115: and -I17 engines, the differences between the cold
performance levels should not necessarily be the same as the
differences between the hot performance levels. The theoreti-
cal mixing gains and mixing efficiencies for these nozzles are
discussed in Section 5.8.
5.2.4 PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF JTSD-I09, -115, -117 NOZZLES
(T.C. 3 & 7; 5 & II; 6 & 18 RESPECTIVELY) WITH THE
JT8D-9/727 BOEING PRODUCTION NOZZLE (T.C.2)
It is important, when making comparisons between these config-
urations, to ap#reciate that the Boeing nozzle configurations
for the JT8D-IO0 series engines are designed (though not
explicitly) for a target type thrust reverser installation.
The nozzles are, therefore, representative of the smooth con-
tinuous wall construction inherent in such designs. The Boeing
production JTSD-9/727 model nozzle auilt for this test was
smooth wall and not fully representative of the configuration
presently on the 727 airplane which has an internal clam-shell
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configurations with the current 727 installation, the 727 thrust
reverser installation1 losses should be deducted froh_ the
measured JT8L)-9/727 nozzle perforr._ance levels obtained during
this test program. However, the performance of the JTSD-9/727
model nozzle should be representative of the P&WA JTSD-9
Reference nozzle level.
It is interesting to compare the JT8D-IO0 P&WA Reference and
Boeing Config. No. 2 nozzle performance with this pseudo JT8D-9
standard. These comparisons have been made at 1.6 and 2.4
mixed nozzle pressure ratios which are near the takeoff and
cruise pressure ratios for the JT8D-IO0 engines. It is proper
to compare exhaust system performance at the sa,ne pressure
ratios rather than at the respective takeoff and cruise pres-
sure ratios for the respective engine cycles. The latter dif-
ferences are accounted for in the total engine and airplane
performance comparisons which are not the subjects for discussion
in this report.
The hot flow (TTp/TTF = 2.2) JT8D-9/727 nozzle performance levels,
Figure 34, are about 0.3% and 0.2% higher than the JT8L)-I09 P&WA
Reference and Boeing Config. No. 2 nozzles at the 1.6 and 2.4
mixed pressure ratios, respectively. The JT8D-9/727 nozzle
performance levels are lower than the P&WA and Boeing nozzles
for the JT8D-ll5 and -ll7 engines, by 0.3% and 0.6%, respectively,
at the 1.6 mixed pressure ratio and lower by 0.1% and 0.2%,
respectively, at the 2.4 mixed pressure ratio.
Figure 35 shows the cold flow (TTp/TTF = l.O) performance levels
for the JT8D-g/727 nozzle to be about 0.4% and 0.3% higher than
the JT8D-I09 P&WA and Boeing nozzles at the 1.6 and 2.4 mixed
pressure ratios, respectively. The JT8D-9/727 nozzle perfor-
mance levels, at the same mixed pressure ratios, are 0.1%
higher and 0.1% lower, respectively, than the nozzles for either
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5.3 • , !ER VARIANTS FORPERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF PLUG/SPL TT_ , ,, ,
BOEING CONFIG. NO. 2 NOZZLE OPTIONS
The JTSD-II5 and -117 engines require different fan and primary
mixing plane areas than that required by the JTSD-I09 engine
for a given nozzle outer wall diameter. As the engine rating
increases, the required mixing plane area ratio, AF/A P, increases.
This can be accomplished by moving the splitter and using a
common plug or varying the plug while maintaining a constant
splitter position. Test configuration (T.C.8) is a plug
variant option of T.C.ll using the JTSD-I09 splitter ($5) for
JT8D-II5 engine application. A truncated plug variant (T.C.9)
of T.C.ll was also tested for the JT8D-ll5 engine application.
The plug variant option of T.C.18 using the JT8D-I09 splitter
($5) for JT8D-ll7 engine application is T.C.15. A shortened
plug version (T.C.16) of T.C.15 was also tested for the
JT8D-ll7. In addition T.C.17 is a plug variant option of
T.C.18 for the JTSD-ll7 engine application using the JT8D-ll5
splitter ($6).
Figure 36 shows the hot flow (TTp/TTF = 2.2) and cold flow
(TTp/TTF = l.O) performance results for the above mentioned
configurations at mixed nozzle pressure ratios of 1.6 and 2.4.
These comparisons show, in general, that enlarging the plus is
less desirable than moving the splitter inward to obtain the
required mixing plane flow areas. In addition to having a
lower performance level, the larger plugs will have a weight
penalty which is detrimental to the airplane performance.
The truncated plug configuration (T.C.9) was tested to determine
the performance effects associated with an internally accessed
attachment scheme. Any performance effects associated with the
diffusion and/or separation designed into this scheme were
outside the capabilities of the test rig to detect them.
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Using the JT8D-I09 splitter ($5) for JT8D-II7 engine appli-
cation requires a very long and heavy plug configuration
(T.C.15). The shortened plug version of this configuration
(T.C.16) introduced a small amount of duct diffusion, There
was not detectable difference in performance over the 1.6 to
2.4 mixed pressure ratio range for these two configurations.
5.3.1 INVESTIGATION OF PLUG VARIANTS TO SUIT BOEING CONFIG.
NO. 2 DESIGNS FOR THE JT8D-ll5 AND -If7 ENGINES USING
THE JT8D-I09 SPLITTER (T.C.8 AND T.C.15)
Statistical comparisons were made between T.C.8 and T.C.ll
between T.C.15 and T.C.18, and between T.C.8 and T.C.15. The
first two pairs of comparisons showed performance differences
existed at some pressure ratios but no differences at others.
The third pair of comparisons showed that T.C.8 and T.C.15 had
the same performance at all mixed pressure ratios with either the
hot flow (TTp/TTF = 2.2) or cold flow (TTp/TTF = l.O). The
combined data for T.C.8 and T.C.15, Figure 37, was then tested
against the combined data of T.C.5 and T.C.!l, Figure 30, and
against the combined data of T.C.6 and T.C.18, Figure 31, for the
hot flow conditions. The first of these combined configuration
comparisons showed that the performance of these nozzles (T.C.8
and T.C.15; T.C.5 and T.C.ll) were indistinguishable. The
second combined comparison showed the performance of T.C.8 and
T.C.15 to be equal to the combined data of configurations T.C.6
and T.C.18 at pressure ratios of 1.9 and above but a deficiency
of nearly 0.5% at the 1.6 pressure ratio. Differences betw;-en
the cold flow performance levels are apparent at all pressure
ratios above 1.6, Figure 38 compared to Figures 32 and 33.
The statistical analysis shows for mixed pressure ratios above
1.8 that the hot flow performance levels for T.C,8 and T.C.15,
T.C.5 and T.C.II, as well as T,C,6 ar;_ T.C.18 are the same.
However, the cold flow performance levels for T.C,8 and T.C.15
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T.C.6 and T.C.18, wnich are the same. This means the mixing
efficiency for T.C.8 and T.C.15 must be greater in order to
result in the same Rot flow performance levels; i.e. the higher
internal losses are somehow neutralized by better mixing
efficiency.
5.3.2 INVESTIGATION OF PLUG VARIANTS TO SUIT BOEING CONFIG.
NO. 2 DESIGNS FOR JT8D-ll7 ENGINES USING THE JT8D-ll5
SPLITTER (T.C.I/)
There are no performance differences detectable by statistical
analysis of the data for either the hot or cold flow conditions
between the larger plug tailored for JT8D-II7 application using
the JT8D-ll5 splitter (T.C.17) and the short plug JT8D-ll7
configuration (T.C.18), as shown by Figure 36, over the engine
operation range of pressure ratios from 1.6 to 2.4.
It is interesting to compare the performance of configuration
T.C.17 which uses the JT8D-ll5 splitter and configuration
T.C.15 which uses the JT8D-I09 splitter for JT8D-ll7 engine
application (see Sections 7.2.15 and 7.2.17 for mixed velocity
coefficient data). The hot flow (TTp/TTF = 2.2) performance
data shows the nozzles to be equal except between Io6 and 1.8
mixed nozzle pressure ratios. But in this instance, it is
again apparent from the cold flow (TTp/T T = l.O) data that
F
the internal nozzle losses for the plug tailored to the JTSD-I09
splitter (T.C.15) is greater (i.e., lower Cvm levels) than for
the plug tailored for the JT8D-II5 splitter (T.C.17). The only
way the hot flow performance can be equal outside the noted
pressure ratio range, while the internal losses are different
is that the mixing efficiency must have been better for T.C.15
configuration than for T.C.17.
From these results, one must tentEtively cenclude for the
configurations tested, the smaller the annulus height at the
77
mixing plane for a given cross-sectional area, the better the
mixing of the two flow streams for a given tailpipe length.
Opposing this effect is the increase of the internal nozzle
losses due to the larger plug. Care must be taken not to as-
sume that this is a generalized theorem, concerning annulus
height and mixing, as it certainly depends on the geometry
and flow characteristics of the engine to which the mixer
nozzle is being applied.
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5.4 EFFECTS OF FAN/PRIMARY PRESSURE RATIO ON MEASURED NOZZLE
PERFORMANCE
It became increasingly obvious as the test was being conducted
that the fan/primary pressure ratio schedules chosen as
described in Section 4.5.1 and shown on Figure 20 had an
appreciable influence on the shape of the velocity and the flow
coefficient curves. Furthermore, the influence appeared to
increase with the size of the plug or the decrease in the mix-
ing plane area.
It was decided that the influence of the pressure ratio sched-
ule on curve shape should be investigated. For this reason,
a linear approximation of the pressure ratio schedule and a
pressure Fatio of one (equal fan and primary total pressures)
were run for Boeing Config. No. 2 nozzles T.C.11 and T.C.18
for JT8D-115 and -117 engine applications, respectively.
The above changes in the fan/primary pressure ratio schedule
reduced the inflection in the velocity coefficient data but the
change was less dramatic for the hot flow than the cold flow
data (see Section 7.2.11 and 7.2.18 for the mixed velocity
coefficient data). It can be stated for these test resu]ts,
being careful not to generalize, that the effect of fan/primary
pressure ratio on the hot flow performance is negligible and
that the levels are identical within statistical probability.
However, the cold flow velocit} coefficient (i.e., the internal
nozzle loss) is dramatically influenced by the fan/primary
pressure ratio. With these splitter/nozzle geometries, the
internal nozzle losses become less as the pressure ratio
schedules (Figure 20) for the JT8D-115 and JTSD-117 engines
are first linearized and then set to a slope of one. This is
probably explained by the changes which occur in the local
duct Mach numbers for the fan and primary as the pressure ratio
schedule changes. The increase in fan duct Mach number and
79
decrease in primary duct Mach number as the pressure split was
made equal seems contrary to what would be expected for reduced
nozzle losses. Even though the fan/primary pressure ratio does
have an influence on the nozzle losses, this influence must
somehow be compensated for by changes in mixing gains, other-
wise the hot flow performance data could not show equality.
The observations are interesting, but there is no justification
to use the cold Cv at a pressure ratio of one as a measure
of the nozzle losses because the nozzles do not operate under
these conditions.
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5.5 NOZZLE FLOW COEFFICIENTS
Comparisons of the nozzle flow coefficients are made in this
document based on the hot flow runs and the 100% mixed flow
pressure and temperature conditions. Appendix A.2 shows the
equation used to calculate these flow coefficients which are
compatible with the presented hot flow mixed velocity coef-
ficients based on I00% mixed flow conditions. This method is
used herein because P&WA provide nozzle coefficients for the
engine simulator work based on the 100% mixed conditions, using
the same CVM and CDM curves for the JTBD-9, -109, -115 and -117
engines.
Two aspects of the flow coefficient are worthy of discussion:
o Comparison of the JT8D-IO0 nozzles with the Boeing
JT8D-9/727 production nozzle.
o Comparison of the Boeing Config. _o. 2 nozzles with the
P&WA Reference _ozzles for the JTBU-IO0 engines.
It is pertinent, at this point, to mention that the Boeing
configurations maintain a constant nozzle exit half-angle
between the JT8D-IO9, -I15, and -ll7 engines (see Figure 3).
For the P&WA configurations, the nozzle half-angle changes
slightly from configuration to configuration (see Figure 2).
These nozzles were designed with approximately lO ° half-angle
convergence in an effort to reduce the f|ow coefficient at the
engine idle nozzle pressure ratio, with as little detriment as
possible at takeoff and cruise.
A comparison of the P&WA and Boeing JT8D-I09 configurations
(T.C.3 and T.C.7) shows that the flow coefficients are identical,
Figure 39. Compared to the JT8D-9/727 production nozzle, the
JT8D-I09 configuration flow coefficients are about 2% lower at
1.6 pressure ratio and i_ lower at 2.4 pressure ratio. A
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reduction of nearly 4J°_ was accomplished by the I0 ° half-angle
in the region of idle pressure ratio.
Comparison of the flow coefficient data of the Boeing Config,
No, 2 nozzle with the P&WA Reference nozzle for JT8D-II5 engine
application shows that these nozzles are not choked until the
mixed nozzle pressure ratio is above 2.1 (Figure 40). The flow
coefficients for both nozzles are identical above choke and
abeut I% higher than those for the JT8D-I09 engine shown on
Figure 39. At a 1.6 pressure ratio, the Boeing Config. No. 2
nozzle flow coefficient is approximately 0.8% higher than the
P&WA Reference nozzle, Figure 40, and 1.4% higher than the
JT8D-I09 nozzle levels, Figure 39. These data indicate that
the geometric nozzle areas specified for the various engines by
P&WA may have to be changed in relation to one another by about
I% one way or the other for the JT8D-IO9 and JT8D-ll5 Reference
nozzles.
A very similar situation exists with the P&WA Reference and
Boeing Config. No. 2 nozzles (T.C.6 and T.C.18, respectively)
for JT8D-ll7 engine application. In this instance, the flow
coefficients above choke are the same and 0.5% higher than the
JT8D-ll5 configurations and 1.5% higher than the JT8D-I09
configurations (comparing Figure 41 with Figures 40 and 39,
respectively). The Boeing configuration is again 0.8% higher
than the P&WA Reference nozzle at 1.6 pressure ratio (Figure 41).
Flow coefficients for the P&WA Reference and Boeing Config.
No. 2 nozzles for the JT8D-ll7 engine are about 0.5% higher
than the corresponding P&WA and Boeing configurations for
JT8D-ll5 engine application.
It is interesting to compare the flow coefficients of various
Boeing Config. No. 2 splitter/plug options for JTSD-II5 and -117
engine applications using either the JT8D-I09 or -115 splitter
for the short plug design. The data indicates that the
configuration using the JT8D-I09 splitter (T.C.8) for JT8D-II5
engine application matches the flow coefficient of the P&WA
JT8D-II5 Reference nozzle (T.C.5) at low mixed pressure ratios
and is 0.4% lower at choked pressure ratios. When the JT8D-I09
splitter is used for the JTSD-II7 engine application (T.C.15),
its flow coefficient matches that for the P&WA JT8D-I]7 Reference
nozzle (T.C.6) at all mixed pressure raties. The flow coefficient
for the configuration using the JT8D-ll5 splitter for JT8D-II7
application (T.C.I7) matches that of the Boeing Config. No. 2
JTSD-ll7 short plug/splitter design (T.C.18) which is about
0.8% higher than and matched to the P&WA JT8D-ll7 Reference
nozzle flow coefficient at the 1.6 and 2.4 pressure ratios,
respectively.
The important result from these comparisons is that the discharge
coefficient curve shape for the Boeing Config. 2 nozzles and
the P&WA Reference nozzles for the respective engines are very
similar. It follows tnat no major problem is envisaged in
satisfying the engine match requirements with either Boeing
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5.6 MIXING PLANE MATCH INVESTIGATIONS
As well as being able to produce thrust with minimum internal
losses, the exhaust systems for the mixed flow JT8D-IO0 engines
must be able to provide the correct bypass ratio for the engine
to be operating at its optimum design point as specified by the
engine manufacturer, P&WA. The exit area of the exhaust system
influences both total engine mass flow and bypass ratio while
the fan-to-primary area ratio at the mixing 2lane primarily
effects the bypass ratio.
P&WA has established the required bypass ratios for the JTSD-IO0
engines needed to match their computer simulations of these
engines. Figure 42 shows the required engine bypass ratio,
including the fuel flow, as a function of the primary nozzle
pressure ratio _PTp/PA ) for static, sea level conditicns. This
primary nozzle pressure ratio is the total pressure existing at
the mixing plane due to the flow from the engine turbine section.
Also to ensure that the dividing splitter between the fan and
primary flow streams has low aerodynamic losses, the leaving
stagnation streamline must sat;sfy the Kutta condition at the
trailing edge so that the flow will not separate. The Kutta
condition will be satisfied if the wall static pressures on each
side of the splitter, near the trailing edge, are equal (or
balanced). As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, the splitter static
pressures were measured on the P&WA and Boeing designs equivalent
to 4.16 and 3.32 inches full scale upstream of the respective
splitter trailing edges. Static pressure data for each test
configuration are shown in Section 7.2.
Figure 43 shows the splitter static pressure unbalance versus
the deviation from the required engine bypass ratio at the take-
off primary pressure ratio. Due to the inability to set the fan-
to-primary total pressure ratio exactly on the model test rig,
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' DT P _'ich can be ,-onsidermdthe bypass ratio was divlded by , , /, ]- , ,-
_ F ' rJ
aim adjusted bypass ratio. This tig_rt_ s :o_,s that Li_e F&_,\
exhaust system designs for tile dTSb-i '_',J_ _'_gines _r_._ ,_'it,hi_
+4.2;_ of matching the required er_gine b/pass ratlo v_ith a spiit-
ter static pressure unbalance of -2,0 to _lO _,,. i_oeing exhaust
, PTp varisystem designs (exclusive of tile AE, AF/,_. P and PTF/
ation studies) are withi_l -l.6t_ to +6.5_ of matching the required
engine bypass ratio with a splitter static pressure unbalance
of +2.0]{ to +0.3%, respectively. The P&WA designs snow a larger
static pressure unbalance than the Boeing designs because their
splitters and plugs have more curvature than the Boeing designs.
Also, since the static pressures were so far upstream of the
splitter trailing edge, the static pressure data for both the
P&WA and Boeing designs are not a good indicator of what is
really happening at the trailing edge. Section 7.3.1 shows the
physical position of the splitter trailing edge relative to the
measured wake from the splitter. These data tend to show that
the splitter position is not optimum in the Boeing or P&WA
configurations for the JTSD-I09 engine, with the P&NA Reference
nozzle being slightly worse than the boeing Config. ,_o. 2 nozzle.
This indicates that the required effective areas at the mixing
plane are different than those provided by the m,odel physical
geometry wilich were presumed to satisfy the pozzle upstream
ow conditions. The apparent mismatch of the Boeing J78D-l15
Config. No. 2 nozzle is less than on the Boeing JTSD--I09 Config.
No. 2 nozzle indicating that tne JTSD-ll_ model geometry is
closer to the correct mixing plane matched area. Tt should be
emphasized here that the required er_gine bypass ratio has been
that obtained from computer simulations of the enqines and it
is not known at the time of this writing what the actual engine
bypass ratios will be. In practice, when ti_e l_ull scale engine
is run on a ground rig test stand ',_,it:h ti_e L:',o_:ing des ig,_,_,d
exhaust systeu_ both the mixing ,I_len_ '_F'/"? r_._is,.... ar,_ the nozzle
exit area may require small changes until t_]e b':,pass ratio and
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the bypass ratio and the total engine mass flow match that
required by the engine manufacturer, P&WA.
The effect of splitter location on bypass ratio was investigated
for the JT8D-II5 engine and Boeing Config. No. 2 designs.
Changes in the geometric AF/A P ratio of -25.7% to +12.9% resulted
in bypass ratio changes of -22.6% to +13.7%, respectively,
relative to the base AF/A P ratio for the JT8D-II5 which has a ]%
bypass ratio deviation (Figure 43). As was expected, a I%
change in AF/A P ratio is a I% change in bypass ratio for fixed
stagnation conditions in the fan and primary streams. Performance
data, in terms of CVM and CDM, were also recorded and are sum-
marized on Figure 44 at 1.6 and 2.4 mixed total pressure ratios
for both hot and cold flow conditions.
The effect of changing the nozzle exit area on bypass ratio was
also investigated on the Boeing Config. No. 2 design for the
JT8D-ll5 engine. A change in the geometric exit area of -0.9%
and +2.2% resulted in a -0.6% and +2.4% change, respectively, in
the bypass ratio (Figure 43), again relative to the I% JT8D-ll5
bypass ratio deviation. Hence, a I% change in bypass ratio was
found for a I% change in nozzle exit area for given stagnation
conditions in the fan and primary streams. This was an unexpected
result as it showed that for the model the bypass ratio is as
sensitive to nozzle exit area as it is to the splitter position
(AF/Ap). The performance data showing the effect of nozzle exit
area is presented on Figure 45 at 1.6 and 2.4 mixed nozzle
pressure ratio for both hot and cold flow conditions.
The fan-to-primary total pressure ratio, PTF/P T , was varied on
the Boeing Config. No. 2 design for the JTSD-ll_ engine to
determine the effects on bypass ratio. A +3.7% and +7.5% change
in the PT /PT matio resulted in a +9.6% and +23.6% change,
respectively,Pin bypass ratio (Figure 43), again relative to the
I% JT8D-ll5 bypass ratio deviation. This is nominally a 2.8_
B9
#
change in bypass ratio for each ! L change in the PTF/PTp
ratio.
The sensitivities of bypass ratio to A E, AF/Ap, and PTFIPTp
found during this model Lest program may net be the same as
those for the actual JT8D-IO0 engines. This is because the
engine rematches by interaction through the engine rotating
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5.7 INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF PRINARY FLOg SWIRL
S.7.l HEASUREHENT OF SWIRL ANGLES AND PROFILES
The JT8D-109 series engine, according to P&klA best estimates
at the time of planntng this test, would experience swirl in
the prtmary stream at takeoff whtch vlrtes 11nearly from 0 ° at
the outer wall, to 18 ° on the inner wall downstream of the
turbine extt guide vanes.
In order to determine the effects of such swtrl on the perform-
Inca (velocity coefficient, flow coefficient, mixing plane match,
nozzle exit profile, etc.) a set of turntng vanes were menu-
lectured for Incorporation downstream of the Instrumentation
sect]on to reproduce the predicted JT8D-IO9 swtr]. Swtrl cannot
be introduced ahead of the measurement station without rather
elaborate measurements to ensure correct orientation of the total
pressure probes for proper measurement of the nozzle charging
station pressures. Therefore, swirl is introduced downstream
of the measurement station and consequently the losses of the
swirl vanes Increased the nozzle losses end we.-e recorded as a
reduce|on tn the nozzle Cv, together with any effects of the
swtrl ]tse|f.
Figure 46 shows the me.asurement of swtrl angle on the P&MA
JT8O-IO9 Reference configuration (T.C.3) at a 315 ° circumfer-
enttal location without swtrl vanes Installed (angles are
measured in I rear view clockwise From the top centerltne).
The yaw probe zero was obtained by altgn]ng the probe perpen-
dtcular to the model ftxture flanges. The yaw probe was
located about 6 inches (full scale) downstream of the mixing
plane pressure traverse (data presented tn Section 7.3) for
both the P&WA Reference configurations and the Soetng configu-
rations. The mixing plane tn the Boeing configuration ts
further downstream than tn the P&WA configuration. In the
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Boeing configuration, there is no plug at that locatton whereas
in the P&WA configuration, the plug Is quite large at the mtxtng
plane. Due to the presence of the plug at the mixing plane and
the deslgn of the yaw probe, the probe ,as unable to reach the
plug surface |n the P&WA configuration; therefore, approximately
30_ of the inner primary annulus hetght could not be surveyed.
Ftgure 46 shows less than 2 ° swirl in the primary passage at
the center of the flow, and approximately 4.5 ° swirl in the fan
passage. Ftgure 47 shows the total pressure proftle at vartous
nozzle pressure ratios taken during the yaw traverse.
Ftgera 48, SO, and 5Z show the swtrl angle at the 300 e, 315 °,
and 330 ° c|rcumferenttal locatton respectively, after Instal-
lation of the swtrl vanes tn the P&MA JTBD-109 Reference (T.C.4).
Ftgures 49, 61, and 53 show the corresponding total pressure
profiles mt the sane locations. These positions correspond to
the wake and the pressure and suction sides of the swtrl
tnductng atrfotls |n an attempt to ascertain that no separation
was occurr4ng. It w111 be noted that the ltnear variation of
swirl angle wtth percentage of prtmary annulus hetght was not
achieved. However, extrapolation of the mean curves through
the various sets of data shows approximately 18 ° of counter-
clockwise swtrl (looktng up-stream) at the plug surface. It ts
obvtous that no tncrease tn swirl was tnduced Into the fan
passage by the device.
Before proceeding to a discussion of the nozzle performance
aspects, perusal of Ftgures 54 and 55 shuw the effect of the
swtrl devtce on the Boeing JT8D-109 Conftg. Ho. 2 (T.C.19).
The fan swtrl was the same as on the P&WA Reference Nozzle.
The prtmary sw|rl tnduced tn the aoe|ng configuration ts no
different than on the P&WA configuration at the swtrl vane
tratltng edge, but because the splttter ts longer on the Soetng
Conftg. No. 2 than on the P&WA Reference nozzle, the swtrl angle
measurements were not made tn the same axtal location. Therefore,
t :
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the swtrl angle measurements tn the prtmary flow for the two
nozzle configurations are different as shown in Ftgures 48, 50,
52, and 54. Theoretically, to matntatn no loss of angular
momentum, the swtrl angle must approach 90 ° as the radtus
(percentage of annulus or duct hetght) of the tnduced vortex
approaches zero. In practical systems, the static pressure
gradtent needed to support such a system |s Incompatible wtth
the static pressure gradients of the matn flow and a vortex ts
formed tn the center of the flow. It ts apparent from Ftgure 54
_hat at 13Z of the duct hetght, the yav angle h_s retched 31 °
(the limtt of the probe angle calibration) and ts raptdly ln-
creas|ng wtth reduced radtus. As discussed tn Sectton 7.3.2,
the extt survey data shows that a vortex extsts tn this re§Ion,
vt th reverse flow.
5.7.2 EFFECT OF PRIMARY SWIRL ON NOZZLE VELOCITY AND FLOW
COEFFICIENTS
The swtrl Introduced for thts testtng was only representative
of the engtne swtrl above takeoff pressure ratto. Therefore,
data at lower pressure rattos should be vtewed wtth cautton.
A stattsttc_l comparison of the P&WA Reference and the Boetng
Conftg. No. 2 (T.C.4 and T.C.19) nozzles for JTaD-IOg applt-
carton showed that the hypothesis of equaltty was accepted
(see Sectton 5.9). For thts reason, the data from the two
configurations was combtned and ts presented tn Ftgure 56
where the hot flow performnce level (CvM) ts shown as a
functton of the mtxed total pressure ratto.
Compared to Ftgure 28 wtthout swtrl, there ts a marked reduc-
tion tn mtxed veloctty coefficient of 0.85 at a pressure ratto
of 1.6 (takeoff) and 0.4% at a pressure ratto of 2.4 (cruise).
Similarly, the nozzle flow coefficient shows a reduction rela-
tive to the common level of the P&MA Reference and Soetng
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ConfJg. No. 2, as exemplified by Ftgure 39 (T.C.3 and T.C.7),
by about 0.6% for the Boeing Conftg. No. 2 with swtrl (T.C.19)
and 1.0g for the P&WA JT8D-109 Reference nozzle wtth swirl
(T.C.4).
The nozzle performance loss can probably be explained as a
combination of three components; the loss of the devtce produc-
|ng the swtrl, the costne loss Introduced tnto the prtmery
thrust component, and an lncrease In the extsttng pressure losses
tn the prtmary passage due to both sktn frtctlon and Increased
pressure loss due to flow turntng. In thts Instance, the
veloctty coeff|ctent loss at cruise pressure ratto ts half that
at takeoff (2.4 compared to 1.6) and Is characteristic of a
constant pressure loss.
Estimates of the svtrl device pressure loss (_PT/PT) are about
0.251. Thts results |n a reduct|on |n veloctty coeff|ctent of
0.25¢ at takeoff pressure ratio (1.6) and 0.131; It crutse (2.4)
relattve to the no sw|rl case. These losses should be accounted
for to obtatn the best esttmate of the true level of veloclty
coe.fftctent. Therefore, the Introduction of prtmary swirl
produced a net reduction |n the veloctty coefficient of the
JT8D-IOg configuration of approximately 0.55% at takeoff and
0.27% at cruise. These reductions tn veloctty coefficient are
essentially applicable to the JTBD-115 and -117 engines at the
quoted pressure ratios.
The effects of swtrl on bypass ratto are difficult to assess
and no postttve tendency to tncrease or decrease bypass ratto
when swtr] ts Introduced can be detected. Bypass ratto ts a
very sens|ttve parameter to fan-to-primary duct total pressure
ratto wttha 2.3 to one magnifying factor. Therefore, small
errors tn setttng pressure ratio whtle sattsfv4ng the other





)]n an engtne, more complex reactions may occur. Tt iS therefore,
Impossible to relate the model effects of swtrl on bypass ratto
to those tn a ful| scale engtne. It ts, however, reasonable
to expect a stroller behavtor on the nozzle flow coefficient.
An engine wtth restdua| swtrl ts ltkely to requtre a blgger








5.8.1 EQUATIONS FOR MIXING EFF!_IENCY
The equatton used to calculate mtxtng efficiency ts based on the
followlng fundaaenta] equation:
i)
where F|perttal mlxed ts the atxed thrust without hirdvire
losses.
All testtng detemtnes Fgpartta 1 mixed tn comtnatton wtth losses,
therefore, to obtstn the 1doe1 Fgpartte 1 mtxed' the nozzle losses
must be accounted for as foilows:
S Hexing : (Fgearttal m!xed measure4 *_ Fglottes_ "_Fg;o;era_te_ 1dee1)
(FglOOS mined "_Feseparete) tdeel
The distinction must nov be aide that (£Fgsepirats 1deal ) ts
the sum of the thrust from the prtmar¥ Ind fan flows separately
expanded, through 1deal nozzles. For hot prtmry flows the




F|xertte| alined mlasurld _. CV hot
_Fgsopxrete tloel hat
where _Fgseparite 1deal hot ts the sum of the thrusts from
the hot prtaery end the cold fan flows separitel_ expanded
through 1deal nozzles.
III
Internal losses are as follows:
fgl0tse! .... ----" FligtseS X _flSeDiritt 11111 ¢01_1
_FSsepcrlte lde_l hot _Fgseporate Ideal cold _Fgseparete Sdetl hot
== (i - Cvceld) _FgseNrete tSeel ¢mid
_FgseHrete Ideal hat
vhere _Fgleperate. 1dell cold ts the sun of the thrusts
from the cold prtmry and cold fan flovls separately expanded
through Ideal nozzles.
The ntxtng efftctenc_ equatt_n b_comes:
(_Fgselerete 14941 ctld/ "|CVko t *(I - CVcold) _Fgseparat9 l_esl hot
| Nlx|_| _--- ...... /Fg|00S mixed .|
_FSseperete kot / fdeel
z)






Thts ts only true _The
determination and _T
and cold case, tn whtch
_Fgseparate 1deal cold.
nozzle area ts reduced for the cold Cv
prtmary ts kept constant for the hot
_Fgseparate 1deal hotcase
B
In this report the analysts has been conducted ustng Equat|on 3
rather than the more complex Equatton 2. Use of Equation 3
reduced the mixing efficiency by approximately 3% relattve to
the values obtatned by Equatton 2.
It wtll be read117 apparent that the use of the above equation
requtres the simultaneous determination of a cold Cv and a hot
Cv Let the same primary/secondary pressure rattos. It wtll be
obvious that to accomplish thts experimentally would requtre
needless complication of the test procedure. Therefore, a
polynomial curve ftt through the Cv determined from the cold
testtng for each particular configuration ts used to obtain a
value of cold Cv at the same pressure ratto as obtatned tn the
hot runs, allowtng bypass ratto to vary. The mtxtn9 efficiency
ts then calculated for the Individual potnts of the hot data
runs --.lng the Individually calculated ]OOS mtxtng potential
and the hot and cold Cv for each po|nt, and plotted versus
the mlxed nozzle pressure ratto.
5.8.2 THEORET]CAL MIXING POTENTIAL
It ts important to recognize that the denominator tn the equatton
ts the IOOS mtxed potential. The geometry of the duct tn whtch
the mtxtng ts accomplished and the locql Mach numbers, even for
the same Inlet cond|ttons of total pressure and temperature,
t,lfluence the potential mtxtng gains. Thus, for any two
configurations whtch produce the same prattcal measurements
of hot and cold Cv, the nixing effectency can be different,
merely because the duct geometry of one |s different from the
113
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other. The practical consideration of mixer design wtthtn
certatn phystcal constraints ts therefore considered.
Ftgure 57 shows the 100I mixtng potential for the JT81)-9, -109,
-115 and -117 engine cycles based ow: the typical 727-200 takeoff
roll and cltmb schedule of fan/primary pressure ratio as shown
in Figure 20. This shows quite clearly that because of the
sl|ghtl¥ larger stxtng plane drea of the P&IIA Reference conftgu-
rattans, the potential mtxtng beneftt ts greeter, but not at all
conditions. For the JT8D-117 engine, for instance, the potential
of the Boetng configuration ts greater et crutse than that for
the P&tIA configuration, tndtcat|ng for that engine cycle, thit
the Boetng mtxtng area ls closer to the optimum thin the P&UA.
Ftgure 57 aTso shows how sensitive the mixing potential ts to
the pressure retto. The reduction tn mtxtng potential ts marked
at the takeoff pressure ratio for the dT80-117 engine tn
particular end the 0T39-115 less so, but these are purely
dependent on the engtne cycle fan/primary pressure ratto and
reflect the real 11re situation tn the engtne.
It ts noteable that the magnitude of the potenttel ts not a
large quentttT. The differences between the Boetng and P&iIA
potentials are close to the bounds of the abtltty of any rtg
to differentiate rill differences wtth any significance, even
for I well designed test. In some tnstance_ ,vhere Cv-hot minus
Cv-cold ts the same for two configurations, tt is impossible to
leglttmatel$ show nixing efficiency differences even though it
ts known that there should be a mtxtng efficiency dt._ference
because of the denominator of the relationship.
5.8.3 PRACTICAL HIXlNG EFFICIE,_CY
(1
Since mixing efficiency ts a function of the difference between
two veloctty coefficients (each of whtch is subject to both the
wtthtn run and between run errors, as discussed in Section 5.9),
I II
and thls dlfference Is compared to a small maximum potential,
tt Is to be expected that the data scatter of mixing efficiency
would be large. Ftgures 58 and 59 showtng the mtxlng efftctencies
for the JT8D-9, -109, -115, and -117 engtnes, respectively,
comparing the P&blA and Boetng Cow,figurations, illustrate clearly
that thts ts so. Non-mathematical Nan ltnes have been ascrtbed
to the respective configurations. Statistically, there ts no
Justification whatsoever to support an_ difference between the
respect|re configurations tn any one engtne group. The maxtIum
mixing potential ls enly 1.80S for the _T8D-IO_ thus an error
tn elther hot or cold veloctty coefficient of 0.0016 (for one
standard deviation) wtll rosult tn approxtamtely a lOS change
tn mtxtng efficiency. The typical standard deviation about
any rva Is of thls maga|t_le, which milts the 9S| confidence
ltItt for veloctty coefficient ls 0.0032 vklch ts reflected as
20_ on the mtxtn 9 efficiency curves. Thus the scatter of the
data tn mtxtng efficiency does not appear unreasonable. Th_
detection of 6S and 5S changes due to itxing potential, there-
fore, becomes tIposstble and t; burted tn th_ total data
scatter.
The Iagnttude of the Itxtng efflctenc7 ts htgher than was
expected for these conftgurat|ons particularly at takeoff wnere
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5.9.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION OF ERRORS AND TEST TECHNIQUE
Section 4.5.2 discussed the design of the test in terms of




The aim of all testing is usually to determine either the
absolute performance level for a configuration or the difference
between two or more configurations or both. The abso|ute
levels or the comparative levels of performance can never be
determined precisely. All test data is, therefore, aimed at
getting the best estimate or an adequate estimate (for the
purposes of the test) of the true absolute or comparative
levels of the parameters by which the test articles will be
compared. These estimates will have a degree of,confidence,
or measu-ement of the reliability, with which the estimated
level is known. The greater the surety required in the compari-
son, the greater the confidence which must be establlshed for
each configuration. This, in essence, means more data.
The question now is, what kind of data? It can be shown that
errors in many independent and dependent variables contribute
to the error in any particular parameter which is _sed as the
final comparison in the data sequence, for instance, nozzle
velocity coefficient. These factors include instrumentation
accuracy, random force balance errors due to the rig shifts,
environmental effects on hardware, model instrumentation instal-
lation and running stresses, and test hardware assembly dif-
ferences from build to build. It is well known that if, for a
particular test run, the number of data points is increased,
the confidence with which the resulting level for that particular
configuration, of that particular build, on that particular day,











shifts etc., can be Improved. Thts is true whether the number
of potnts is increased at a particular point (as at a particular
pressure ratio setting) or over the range of pressure ratios of
interest. However, the two methods have different tmpact on the
knowledge and deductions one can make concerning the data, and
care must be taken as to how the data ts used, betng cognizant
of how it was recorded. This |s again a part of the mdestgn
of the experiment." I_nowledge of the tntended use of the data
must be considered tn order to determine how the data is to be
taken.
Returning to the above example, tt wtll be clear that unless more
than one run is made, certatn errors utll not Influence the total
knowledge of a configuration. Again, tf the rig ts not shut
down between runs and the rtg Instrumentation re-zeroed, tf only
one butld of the test hardware ts made, or tf ell the testing ls
do._e on one day very close together |n ttme; then the knowledge
of c'rtatn errors which influence the measured performance of a
configuration will be unknown. Obviously, certain requirements
for the best esttmate of the true level of performance of a
configuration are costly to ubtatn matnly due to Increased rig
occupancy time to perm|t the incorporation of the above require-
ments. Therefore, only certatn elements of all the var|ables
can be Incorporated wtth the Inevitable consequence of reduced
confidence tn the true level of a parttcu!ar conftgurat|on. Note
that it is the Inclusion of factors whtch are known to contribute
to errors, not thetr rejection, that |reproves the ftnal
confidence.
T._e first and obvious requirement is the need to increase the
number of runs. Tf by fortuitous circumstances these runs are
distributed in time (as In the case of this test) then certain
of the other errors wtll be partially Incorporated. To a
certain extent, the same basis that controls the improvement
tn the knowledge of an), particular level of one run by Increasing
the number of data points taken applies to the number of
runs; two runs are vastly better than one, and three are better
than two. Increasing the number of runs for the statistical
analysts is the only way that improvement in t_le ability to
determine differences tn configurations can be accomplished if
the number of data points per run has already reached the point
of diminishing returns to improve the within run variance. In
thts case, it ts the between run variance which is dominant.
A11 tests aimed at determining best estimates of true level wtth
any degres of reasonable confidence should atm to have two
butlds of the configuration. Here agatn, thts prolongs the test
ttu. For thts test, the destre to measure mtxtng plane and
extt plane pressure and temperature surveys made tt convenient
to run ali performance work first and then rebutld the conftgu-
rations for the surveys. Thts gave the opportunity to retake
data for sore configurations and thereby introduce the b]tld-to-
butld errors.
5.9.2 BASIC PRINCIPLES OF TH£ STATISTICAL AHALYSIS
An existing Boetng analysts of variance computer program was used
to examine the data points of each Individual run, (eleven per
run tn the majority of the test described herein) and a least
squares curve It tied through each run. The computer program
then calculates the variance of the data about the curve at any
desired pressure ratio, weighting the contribution that the
data at pressure ratios further from the point of interest has
on the deteminatlon of the variance at the point of interest
and the best estimate of that point. It does thts for each
configuration. Currently, the computer program requires a choice
of curve ftt order by the operator. As stated in Section 4.5.2
the veloctty coefficient curve ts usually a third or second order
curve, moreover the quanttty of data per run taken in thts test




In general, the selected curve fit ts that which has the lowest
order such that the next htgher order does not significantly
alter the variance about the curve. Naturally, the higher the
order of _urve ftt, the lower the within run variance, but the
Increasing amount of waviness introduced with increasing order
eventually defeats the purpose of the curve fit which is to
obtain the best estimate at any particular point based on the
weighted contribution of all the data recorded. Thts intro-
duction of waviness can be overcome by a significance check on
the polynomial terms and eliminating Insignificant terms, but
thts computer program addtt|on ts not yet available.
For any one configuration, the curve ftts through all the runs
together wtth the wtthtn run variance are needed to calculate a
vartance between runs. The vartance between runs and ibout each
run and the data distribution versus pressure ratio for each of
the configurations tested, together wtth the best estimate of
the value of the coefficient betng compared at the potnt of
Interest, are submitted to a statistical "F Test." Thts type
of test examtnes whether differences extst between two or more
collections of data or whether they belong to an tndtsttngutsh-
able faintly. An "F statistic" is computed at the _5% confidence
level for (1-1), (J-l)[]) degrees of freedom, where I is the
number of configurations betng compared and J is the number of
runs per configuration. The analysts of variance program
computes the data necessary _;o perform an "F-Test." Thts is
then used to compare the "F statistic" value computed with a
standard statistics text book "F" value at 95% confidence for
(1-1), (J-1)(I) degrees of freedom.
The "F statistic" is computed to test the hypothesis that there
are no differences between the configurations being examined.
If the "F statistic" computed from the data ts greater than the
"F statistic" calculated for the same number of degrees of
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(freedom tn a standard statistics text book, the hypothesis ts
rejected. The Implications of the acceptance or rejection of
the hypothesis wtll be discussed later.
Basically two thtngs are of |mportance here. First, the value
of the "F statistic" computed for the data of the configurations
betng compared ts depe._dent on the vartance about each run and
the vartance between runs. It ts Important that both conftgura-
ttons have the same number of runs to ensure that, tf possible,
the distribution of the errors tn the data, both withtn and
between runs, be normally distributed. Thts ts why ttts Import-
ant that the data be recorded tn a statler manner for each
configuration. Thts ensures that, provtded the errors tntro-
duced are normally distributed, there ts an even chance for
cases wtth Insufficient date that the random Introduction of
error ts at least of even probability. In stmpler words, the
conf|gurations have at least been run wtth the best chance of
getttng data of equal quallty, so that the experiment ts not
compounded at the outset and the statistical exami nat| on can
operate wlthtn the normal error distribution constraints tin-
posed upon tt. The "F stat|sttc" computed wtll become larger
for better qualtty data and smaller for smaller differences
between the configurations betng examined. Second, the value
of the "F statistic" from the standard statistics text book gets
smaller for a htgher number of degrees of freedom. It is obvtous
that, for (I-1), (0-1)(I) degrees of freedom, the larger I or J,
the greater the degrees of freedom. Thts shows that the fewer
the configurations being compared (I), the greater the number of
runs per configuration (J) must be to avotd making the acceptanc;_
of the hypothesis too coarse. Note that the probability of
making the error of accepting the hypothesis when tt should be
rejected and vtce versa ts always reduced by Increasing both I
and J. It |s also Important to note that any statistical test
|s tnvalld for only one run per conf|guratton.
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5.9.3 HYPOTHESISACCEPTANCEArid REJECTION AND POSSIBILITY
OF TYPE 2 ERRORS
To understand the concept of "sameness" It ts Important to
appreciate the meantng of certainty and that nothtng ts known
wtth absolute precision. If the performance of two nozzles for
instance were known precisely, then they would only be the
"same" tf they we:_ Identical. But the performance Is not
known precisely; some tolerance on the absolute true level exists.
Statistics, therefore, compares two performances whtch are known
indistinctly end estimates whether there ts enough evtdence to
conclude they are different, when they are different, or they
are the same, when they ere the same.
Testing of the hypothesis tn thts test report was conducted on
each configuration at all pressure rittos, between 1.6 and 2.S
at 0.1 intervals. Acceptance of the hypothesis at the 95%
confidence level states: there ts 95% confidence that the
nozzle performance levels are the same, when the data says they
are the same. Similarly, rejection of the hypothesis states:
there ts 5% chance the nozzles are the same when the data says
they are ; i:ferent. The "F Test" of the hypothesis ts thus a
go/no-go test. These statements leave something to be destred
and lead to the discussion of what ts terms tn statistical
parlance, Type I! errors. Type 1I errors are always associated
wttha tolerance band. Stated s|mply, Type II errors are a
measure of the rtsk of making an Incorrect decision.
Thts is where the important concept of "sameness" links up with
the destgn of the experiment. A dectston has to be made as to
what qualifies as "the same". Assume for a moment that two
nozzles wtll be counted the same tf the veloctty coefficients
are wtthin 0.0010 of each other. If the data ts of sufficient
accuracy to resolve differences to thts order of magnitude,




then the hypothesis will be accepted. Second, there is a smal!
probability, say 5%, of accepting the hypothesis they are the
same when they are really different by 0.005. There is a larger
probability, say 40% of accepting the hypothe_!s they are the
same when they are really different by 0.003, and a larger
probability, say 70%, of accepting them as the same when they
are really 0.0015 different. Now assume for thts same set of
data that the definition of "sameness" is changed to 0.0020.
It will be apparent that nothing changes regarding the acceptance
or rejection of the hypothesis by the "F statistic" as the data
hasn't changed. However, the percentage probability of the
Type II error at the level of the new acceptance tolerance ts
lower than it was for the more crtttcal acceptance.
In practice, the percentage probability of Type II error for any
particular chosen tolerance of "sameness" can be regarded as a
measure of the quality of the test. If, for instance, the
probability of accepting the hypothesis that two nozzles ere the
same when they are really different by 0.0020 ts 80%, and the
experimenter really wanted to be sure the nozzles were no
different than 0.0010, then the data ts telltng him that ttts
inadequate for the task. This can be due to insufficient data,
usually runs per configuration, or points per run if these have
been small and insufficient to support the order of regression
curve through the data. It may also indicate, that for all
practical purposes, the rtg ts of insufficient qualtty to obtain
data tn a cost effective manner to satisfy the experiment.
In thts case, the experimenter must either change his rtg or his
"criteria of acceptance of sameness."
Currently, the statistical analysts of variance program does not
calculate the Type II errors. An estimate of the Type II error
for this test indicates a 50% probability of there being a 0.0020
difference tn two configurations when the hypothesis is accepted.
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5.9.4 RESULTS OF COMPARISONS AND DATA MERG]NG
When the hypothesis is accepted, the best estimate of the
wetghted mean at the potnt of comparison is provided. In this
case, all the points a,d runs of the configurations betng com-
pared are combined. Because of the Increased number of points a
least squares curve fit of much htgher order is permissible.
The technique used was to use the least order curve fit whtch
showed the curve fttted veloctty coefficient at an_ pressure
ratto to vary by no more than O.O00Z from the veloctty coeffi-
cient at any pressure ratto for the next htghest order regres-
ston curve.
Ithen the hypothesis ts rejected, a stmtlar technique ts used
through the respective data potn_s for each configuration and
the statistics program output ts the best esttmate of the
wmtghted coefficients at the potnt of comparison.
Table ¥! shows the configurations compared, the run numbers,
the degrees of freedom of the F statistic, the value of the F
statistic from a standard statistics text book for the same
number of degrees of freedom, the pressure ratio at whtch the
hypothesis was accepted or rejected, and the standard deviation
about the runs and between runs.
Based upon the statistical results of Table VI, two curves for
the JT8D-109 nozzles, one hot CV, the other cold C¥, were
generated for the P&WA and Boetng nozzle data combtned (see
Flgures 28 and 29).
Hot Cv for the Boetng Conftg. No. 2 and P&MA Reference JT8D-115
nozzles were combtned to produce Ftgure 30. Similarly the hot
Cv for the JT8D-117 combtned the data for Boetng Conftg. No. 2
and P&WA reference to produce Ftgure 31.
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The cold Cv for the P&WA Reference JT8D-115 and JT8D-117 nozzles
ts the same and was obtatned by combining the two sets of data
to produce one curve, Ftgure 33. Similarly the cold Cv for the
8oetng ¢onftg. No. 2 JT8D-]]5 and JT8D-117 nozzles uses the
combtned data to produce Ftgure 32.
The statistical analysts showed that there was a deflntte dif-
ference between the ftrst set of runs for the P&ttA Reference
JTaD-109 and JTaD-115 nozzles and the second set following a
failure and subsequent rebutld of the fan duct Instrumentation
section. The dectsion was rode to reject the f/rst set of
data so that the comparisons between the configurations were
made wttha comn instrumentation section bmtld. Thts did
not detract from the build-to-build differences between the
same nozzle because tn many cases thts was stt11 accomplished.
However, it dtd eliminate a source of difference, the Inclusion
of which must add to the valtdtty of the absolute level. Since
all nozzles were not run w_th two _,strumentation section builds,
the elimination of the _arlte,- run was unfortunate, but
necessary.
In every comparison, the number of runs for each configuration
must be the sam. Therefore, a d_ubltng of a run or runs to
make up a run deftctt on a configuration devotd of a second
but ld run was used.
The method of analysts u_d tn thts report w111 becou gradually
more sophisticated as the computer program ts further developed.
Sufftce tt to say, the current analysts ts considered a supertor
technique to the bltnd acceptance of the data represented by
one run of a few data potnts as adequate representation of a
configuration for comparative analysts. Zt also avotds the
pttfalls of considering two configurations different when the
qualtty of the data does not permtt that conclusion.
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The following is a summary of the conclusions drawn during this
model test program:
o The objectives of the test were accomplished with adequate
accuracy and a3] nozzles tested showed good performance.
o The Boeing Config. No. 2 and P&WA Reference nozzles for the
JT8D-109 have the same performnce which is slightly loner
than the current uninsta||ed performance for the JT8D-9/727
Boeing productlo, nozz|e (i.e. without thrust reverser).
o The Boeing Conftg. No. 2 and P&WA Reference nozzles for the
JT81)-115 have the same perfemnce which is s]ightly better
than the current uninstal|ed performance for the JT81)-9/727
Boeing production nozz]e (i.e. without thrust reverser).
o The Boeing Config. No. 2 and P&WA Reference nozzles for the
JT8D-]|7 have the sane performance which is better than the
current untnstalled performance for the JT8D-9/727 Boeing
production nozzle (i.e. without thrust reverser).
Larger plug options for the Boeing Config. No. 2 nozzles
resu|t in reduced takeoff performance but, in genera|, suffer
no losses at cruise.
The Boeing Config. No. 2 and P&tdA Reference nozzles for the
JT8D-|O9 have the sane flow coefficient at all pressure
ratios and accomplished the _estred flow coefficient reduc-
tton at |ow pressure ratios to reduce the engine tdle thrust.
The Boeing Config. No. 2 and P&WA Reference nozzles for the
JTBD-115 have small differences in flow coefficient except






The Boeing Config. No. 2 and P&WA Reference nozzles for the
JT81)-117 have small differences in flow coefficient except
at the cruise pressure ratios where they are the same.
The splitter surface static pressures on the models were not
sufficiently c16se to the splltter trailing edge to provide
any useful data regarding pixing plane match.
The Boetng Conftg. No. 2 and P&klA Reference nozzles snow that
the bypass ratto requtred was reasnnably well achieved,
Indicating the configurations were close to the required
utxteg plane :mtc,'m.
The effect of nozzle area variation on the model mixing plane
latch (bypass ratio) was found to be as great as the effect
of splitter position.
Swirl tn the primary flow passage of the magnitude simulated
in this test reduced the nozzle performance of the Boeing
Conftg. No. 2 and P&WA Reference nozzles by an equal
amunt. The reduction amunted to approximately 0.55_ at
takeoff and 0.27_[ at cruise.
Pltxtng efficiency of the JTSD-IO0 series nozzles was better
than had been expected with 30Z to 60Z of the theoretical
thrust gains available at takeoff pressure ratio and 30; to
40_ at cruise.
Nixing plane and extt plane survey data were obtained which




Each configuration tested has a set of graphs plotted for it
which consist mostly of the following and are in groups for
each configuration in Section 7.2:
1) Velocity coefficient (Cv), as a function of primary
nozzle pressure ratio snowing both hot and cold runs
at the engine designated fan-to-primary total pressure
ratio.
,I
2) Mtxed Yeloclty coefficient (CvM) as a function of the
mtxed nozzle pressure ratio showing both hot and cold
runs at the engine designated fan-to-primary total
pressure ratio.
3) Flow coefficient (C D) for hot and cold runs as a
function of primary nozzle pressure ratio.
4) Mixed flow coefficient (CDM) for hot and cold runs as
a function of mixed nozzle pressure ratio.
5) Fan-to-primary total pressure ratio (PTF/PTp) compared
to the engine pressure ratio schedule versus primary
nozzle pressure ratio.
6) Mixed nozzle pressure ratio (PTN/P A) versus primary
nozzle pressure ratio.
7) Bypass ratio (WFAN/WpR I) versus primary pressure ratio.





7.2 PLOTTED DATA FOR EACH TEST CONF[GURAT[ON
7.2.1 TEST CONF]GURAT]ON (T.C.) NO. 1
Configuration Description: Long radius 4-tnch ASME nozzle.
Plotted Data: (See Section 4.6 for figures)
Figure 21 - Veloctty Coefficient; Runs 14-19.
Figure 22 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 14-19.
Ftgure 23 - Gross Thrust Correction; Runs 14-19.
Ftgure 24- Veloctty Coefficient; Runs 240-242.
Ftgure 25 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 240-242.
Figure 26 - (;ross Thrust Correction; Z40-242.
IN
7.2.2 TEST CONFIGURATION(T.C.) NO. 2
Configuration Description: JT8D-9/727 production nozzle.
Hardware Designations:
Outer Nozzle Wall Splltter Plug Exi.___t.t
C2 $1 P1 E2
Plotted D_ta:
Figure 60- Velocity Coefficient; Runs 20-23, 155-158.
Ftgure 61 - Ntxed Velocity Coefficient; Runs 20-23,
155-158.
Figure 62- Flow Coefficient; Runs 20-23, 155-158.
Ftgure 63 - Nixed Fiow Coefficient; Runs 20-23, 155-158.
Ftgure 64 - Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio; Runs 20-23,
155-158.
Ftgure 65 -Mtxed Nozzle Pressure Ratio; Runs 20-23,
155-158.
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Ftgure 67 - Veloctty Coefficient; Runs 27-32.
Ftgure 68 - Mixed Veloctty Coefficient; Runs 27-32.
Ftgure 69 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 27-32.
Ftgure 70 - Mtxed Flow Coefficient; Runs 27-32.
Flgure 71 - Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio; Runs 27-32.
Ftgure 72 - Mtxed Nozzle Pressure Ratto; Runs 27-32.
Ftgure 73 - Bypass Ratio; Runs 27-32.
Ftgure 74 - Splltter Stattc Pressure Ratto; Run 31.
Ftgure 75 - Velocity Coefficient; Runs 186, 187, 194-197.
Ftgure 76 - Mixed Veloctty Coefficient; Runs 186, 187,
194-197.
Ftgure 77 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 186, 187, 194-197.
Figure 78 - Nixed Flow Coefficient; Runs 186, 187, 194-197.
Ftgure 79 - Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio; Runs 186,
187, 194-197.
Ftgure 80 - Bypass Ratio; Runs 186, 187, 194-197.
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Figure 81 - Velocity Coefficient; Runs 33-39.
Figure 82 - Mixed Veloctt,/ Coefficient; Runs 33-39.
Figure 83 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 33-39.
Figure 84 - Mixed F]ow _oefficient; Runs 33-39.
Figure 85 - Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio; Runs 33-39.
Figure 86 - b;'pass R;Jtlo; Guns 33-39.
Figure 87 - Splitter Static Pressure Ratio; Run 36.
Figure 88 - Ve]ocity Coefficient; Runs 216, 217, 223-224.
Figure 89 - Mixed Velocity Coefficient; Runs 216, 217,
221 -224.
Figure 90 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 236, 217, 223-224.
Figure 93 - Nixed Flow Coefficient; Runs 236, 217, 223-224.
Figure 92 - Fan/Primary Tota] Pressure Ratio; Runs 236,
217, 221-224.
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Figure 94 - Velocity Coefficient; Runs 40-45.
Figure 95 - Mixed Velocity Coefficient; Runs 40-45.
Figure 96 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 40-45.
Ftgure 97 - Mixed Flow Coefficient; Runs 40-45.
Figure 98 - Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio; Runs 40-45.
Figure 99 - Bypass Ratio; Runs 40-45.
Figure 100- Splitter Static Pressure Ratio; Run 43.
Figure 101- Velocity Coefficient; Runs 46-50.
Figure 102- Mixed Veloctty Coefficient; Runs 46-50.
Figure 103- Flow Coefficient; Runs 46-50.
Figure 104- Mixed Flow Coefficient; R,:n 46-50.
Figure 105- Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio; Run 46-50.
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7.2.6 TEST CONFIGURATION (T.C.) NO. 6







Figure 107 - Velocity Coefficient; Runs 51-56.
Figure 108- Nixed Veloctty Coefficient; Runs 51-56.
Figure 109 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 51-56.
Figure 110 - Nixed Flow Coefficient; Runs 51-56.
Ftgure 111 - Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio;
Runs 51-56.
Figure 112 - Bypass Ratio; Runs 51-56.
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7.2.7 TEST CONFIGURATION (T.C.) NO. 7
Configuration Description: Boeing Conftg. No. 2 design for
JT8D-109.
Hardware Designations:
Outer Mozzle Mall SpltTter Plug Extt
















Veloctty Coefffctent; Runs 57-65.
Mtxed Velocfty Coefficient; Runs 57-65.
Flow Coefficient; Runs 57-65.
Hfxed Flow Coefficient; Runs 57-65.
Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio;
Runs 57-65.
Mixed Nozzle Pressure Ratto; Runs 57-65.
Bypass Ratio; Runs 57-65.
Splitter Static Pressure Ratio; Run 64.
Velocity Coefficient; Runs 181-182.
Nixed Velocity Coefficient; Runs 181-182.
Flow Coefficient; Runs 181-182.
Mtxed Flow Coefficient; Runs 181-182.
Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratto; Runs
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7.2.8 TEST CONFIGURATION (T.'_.) NO. 8
Configuration Description: Boeing Conftg. No. 2 variant using







Figure 128 - Veloctty Coefficient; Runs 72-78.
Ftgure 129 - Nixed ¥eloctty Coefficient; Runs 72-78.
Ftgure 130 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 72-78.
Figure 131 - Nixed Flow Coefficient; Runs 72-78.
Figure 132 - Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio;
Runs 72-78.
Figure 133 - Bypass Ratio; Runs 72-78.
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7.2.9 TEST CONFIGURATION (T.C.) NO. 9
Configuration Description: Boeing Config. No. 2 design for
JT8D-]]5 with truncated plug.
Hardware Designatlons:
Outer Nozzle Wall Splitter P]ug Exit
C4 S6 P5-1S E6
Plotted Data:
Figure 135 -Veloctty Coefficient; Runs 98-103.
Figure 136 - Mixed Flow Coefficient; Runs 98-103.
Figure 137 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 98-103.
Figure ]38 - M|xed Flow Coefficient; Runs 98-103.
Figure 139 - Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio;
Runs 98-103.
Figure 140 - Bypass Ratio; Runs 93-103.
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7.2.10 TEST CONFIGURAT[ON (T.C.) NO. ]O
Configuration Description: Boeing Config. No. 2 design for
JT8D-1]5 with the JT8D-]09 exit area.
Hardware Designations:
Outer Nozzle Wall Splltter _ Ext____t
C4 $6 P5-1 E5
Plotted Data:
Figure 142 - Veloclty Coefffctent; Runs 118-123.
Figure 143 - Mixed Veloctty Coefficfent; Runs 118-123.
Figure 144 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 118-123.
Figure 145 -Mtxed Flow Coefficient; Runs 118-123.
Ftgure 146 - Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratto;
Runs 118-123.
Figure 147 - 6),pass Ratio; Runs 118-123.
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7.2.11 TEST CONFIGURATION (T.C.) NO. 11
Configuration Description:
JT8D-115.























Velocity Coefficient; Runs 104-106, 109-111,
169-170.
Nixed Velocity Coefficient; Runs 104-106,
109-111, 169-170.
Flow Coefficient; Runs 104-106, 109-111,
169-1 70.
Nixed Flow Coefficient; Runs 104-106, 109-111,
169-1 70.
Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio; Runs
104-106, 109-111, 169-170.
Bypass Ratio; Runs ]04-106, 109-111, 169-170.
Velocity Coefficient; Runs 114-117.
Nixed Velocity Coefficient; Runs 114-117.
Flow Coefficient; Runs 114-117.
Nixed F]ow Coefficient; Runs 114-117.
Fan Primary Total Pressure Ratio; Runs
114-117.












Figure 165 - Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio; Runs
107-108, 112-113.
Figure 166 - Bypass Ratto; Runs 107-108, 112-113.
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7.2.12 TEST CONFIGURATION (T.C.) NO. 12
Configuration Description: Boeing Config. No. 2 design for
JT8D-li5 with the aT8D-117 exit area.
Hardware Designations:
Outer Nozzle Wall Splitter _ Exit
C4 S6 PS-I E7
Plotted Data:
Figure 168- Yeloctty Coefficient; Runs 124-129.
Figure 169 - Mixed Velocity Coefficient; Runs 124-129.
Figure 170 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 124-129.
Flgure 171 - Mixed Flow Coefficient; Runs 124-129.
F_gure 172 - Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio; Runs
1 24-1 29.
Figure 173 - Bypass Ratio; Runs 124-129.
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7.2.13 TEST CONFIGURATION (T.C.) NO. 13
Configuration Description: Boeing Config. No. 2 variant using
JT8D-I09 splitter for AF/A P investigations on JT8D-II5.
Hardware Designations:
Outer Nozzle Wall Splitter P]uq Exit
C4 $5 P5-1 E6
Plotted Data:
Figure 175 - Velocity Coefficient; Runs 66-71.
Figure 176 - Mixed Velocity Coefficient; Runs 66-71.
Figure 177 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 66-71.
Figure 178 - Mixed Flow Coefficient; Runs 66-71.
Figure 179 - Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio; Runs 66-71.
Figure 180 - Bypass Ratio; Runs 66-71.
Figure 181 - Splitter Static Pressure Ratio; Run 69.
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7.2.1¢ TEST CONFIGURATION (T.C.) NO. 14
Configuration Description: Boeing Config. No. 2 variant using




Sp1i tter PluQ Exit
S7 P5-I E6
Plotted Data:
Figure 182 - Velocity Coefficient; Runs 130-135.
Figure 183 - Mixed Velocity Coefficient; Runs 130-135.
Figure 184 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 130-135.
Figure 185 - Mixed Flow Coefficient; Runs 130-135.
Figure 186 - Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio; Runs
1 30-135.
Figure 187 - Bypass Ratio; Runs 130-135.
Figure 188 - Splitter Static Pressure Ratio; Run 133.
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7.2.15 TEST CONFIGURATION (T.C.) NO. 15
Configuration Description: Boeing Config. No. 2 variant using
the JT8D-IOg splitter and redesigned plug for JTSD-II7.
Hardware Designations:
Outer Nozzle Wall Exi___£t
C4 55 P5-3 E7
Plotted Data:
Figure 189 - Velocity Coefficient; Runs 85-90.
Figure 190 - Iqtxed Velocity Coefficient; Runs 85-90.
Figure 19] - Flow Coefficient; Runs 85-90."
Figure 192 - Mixed Flow Coefficient; Runs 85-90.
Figure 193 - Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio; Runs 85-90.
Figure 194 - Bypass Ratio; Runs 85-90.
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7.2.16 TEST CONF]GURATION (T.C.) NO. 16
Configuration Descr4ptqon: Boeing Config, No. 2 vartant using
tne JT8D-IO9 splitter and redesigned plug for 3T8D-117.
Hardware Designations:
Outer Nozzle ilal 1 Spl I tter _ Exi___tt
C4 $5 PS-3A E7
Plotted Data:
Figure 196 - Veloctty Coefftc{ent; Runs 91-96
Ftgure 197 - Mixed Veloctty Coefficient; Runs 91-96.
Figure 198 - Flow Coeff|ctent; Runs 91-96.
F|gure 199 - Mtxed Flow Coefficient; Runs 91-96.
Ftgure 200 - Fan/Prfmary Total Pressure Rat|o;
Runs 91-96.
F|gure 201 - Bypass Ratto; Runs 91-96.
Figure 202 - Sp]ttter Static Pressure Ratio; Run 94.
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7.2.17 TEST CONFIGURATION (T.C.) NO. 17
Configuration Description: Boeing :onfig. R:o. 2 variant using
JT8D-ll5 splitter and redesigned plug for JFSD-i!7.
Hardware Designations:
Outer Nozzle Wall Sp) ttter Plug Exit
C4 $6 P7 El
Plotted Data:
Figure Z03 - Veloctty Coefficient; Runs 79-84.
Figure 204 - Mixed ¥eloctty Coefficient; Runs 79-84.
Figure Z05 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 79-84.
Figure Z06 - Mixed Flow Coefficient; Runs 79-84,
Figure 207 - Fan/Prtmar$ Total Pressure Ratio; Runs 79-8,_.
Figure Z08- Bypass Ratto; Runs 79-84.
Figure ZOg - Splttter Static Pressure Ratio; Run 8Z.
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7.2.18 TEST CONFiGURAT]ON (T.C.) NO. 18
Conflguration Descrlption:
JT8D-II7.
Boeing Conflg. No. 2 design for
Hardware Designations:
Outer Nozzle kla11 Splttter _ Ext__t
C4 $7 P5-] E7
Plotted Data:
Figure 210- Velocity Coefficient; Runs 136-138, 143-145.
Figure 211 - Nixed Velocity Coefficient; Runs 136-138,
143-145.
Figure 212 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 136-138, 143-145.
Figure 213 - Nixed Flow Coefficient; Runs 136-138, 143-145.
Figure 214- Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio; Runs 136-138,
143-145.
Figure 215 - Bypass Ratio; Runs 136-138, 143-145.
Figure 216 - Velocity Coefficient; Runs 141-142, 148-149.
Figure 217 - Nixed Velocity Coefficient; Runs 141-142,
148-149.
Figure 218- Flow Coefficient; Runs 141-142, 148-149.
Figure 219 - Nixed Flow Coefficient; Runs 141-142,
148-149.
Figure 220 - Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio; Runs
141-142, 148-149.
Figure 221 - Bypass Ratio; Runs 141-142, 148-149.
Figure 222 - Velocity Coefficient; Runs 139-140, 146-147.
Figure 223 - Nixed Velocity Coefficient; Runs 139-140,
146-147.
Figure 224 - Flow Coefficient; Runs 139-140, 146-147.
Figure 225 - Mixed Flow Coefficient; Runs 139-140, 146-147.
Figure 226- Fan/Primary Total Pressure Ratio; Runs
139-140, 146-147.
Ftgure ZZ7 - Bypass Ratto; Runs 139-140, 145-147.
Ftgure Z28 - Splltter Stattc Pressure Ratio; Runs 137o
13g, 141.
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7.2.19 TEST CONFIGURATION (T.C.) NO. 19
Configuration Description: Boetn9 Conftg. No. 2 destgn for







Figure 229 - Ve]ocity Coefficient; Runs 22&-231.
Ftgure 230 - Hixed Ve|octty Coefficient; Runs 226-231.
Figure 231 - F]ow Coefficient; Runs 226-231.
Figure 232 - Nixed Flow Coefficient; Runs 226-23].
Ftgure 233 - Fan/Primary Total Pressure Retto;
Runs 226-231.
Figure 234 - Bypass Rat|o; Runs 226-23].
Ftgure 235 -Sp]ttter Stattc Pressure Ratio; Run 227.
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7.3 HIXING PLANE AND EXIT PLANE DATA
7.3.1 NIXING PLANE DATA
A stngle O.042-tnch dtameter total pressure probe was attached
to an L. C. Sitth, Hodel No. 2108 actuator. The actuator was
mounted to the nozzle outer wall for the JT8D-9/727 product]on
configuration and the P&itA Reference and aoe]ng conf]gurattons
for the 3TSD-100 eng|nes such that the probe-tip was at an axtal
posttton ;lust dovnstre4i of the splltter tratltng edge. Htxtng





(T.C. 3 & 4)
Boetng JT8D-109 & -115
Conf4g. No. 2




Circumferential positioning was accomplished by rotattng the
nozzle outer wall and the traver._tng probe mechanism at the
forward attach f;ange of the nozzle. Any angle could be set
because of the O-rtng seal and clamptng flange destgn.
Figure 307, Sectton 7.4, shows the Installation of the
L. C. Smith actuator wtth the total pressure probe at the m]xtng
pl ane.
The pressure sensed by the total pressure probe was converted
to an electrical stgnal by a gage pressure transducer. Thts
electr]cal stgnal was amplified and r_corded ustng an XY-plotter
along wtth the posttton tnd]catton of the probe. Once the
nozzle pressure cond]ttons were set (with the fan and prtmary
streams both at ambtent temperature conditions), a continuous
trace of the mtxtng plane total pressure was recorded from the
outer nozzle wall to the nozzle centert]ne or plug surface.
S81
!Traversing rate of the pressure probe was set at four inches/
mtnute. Each trace of total pressure versus radius was digitized
nearly every O.09-tnch to facilitate data processing by a
dtgttal computer to obtatn total pressure and Mach number plots
versus non-dimensional radta] position; i.e., (R-RFL)/(Row-RpL).
Mach numbers along the radlal traverse were calculated us|ng
the average stattc pressure near the splttter trailing edge.
The splttter static pressure of the primary stream was used for
Mach number calculations from the plug wall or centerltne to
the splltter radtus whtle the splitter fan stream stattc pres-
sure was used to calculate the Mach numbers from the splttter
to the nozzle outer wall. Stattc pressure data was not obtatned
for the aT8D-9/727 configuration (T.C. 2) and, hence, the Mach
nund)er data could not be generated. The follovlng Is a
tabulation of the mtxlng plane data obtained:
Test Conftg. & No.




















































































Summarizing the above figures, it can be stated that:
• The measured splitter wake location matches the geometric
splitter location within 4_ of the distance from the
nozzle wall to the plug surface, and it is not necessarily
the same magnitude at each probe circumferential position.
This may be due to non-concentricity of the model hardware,
non-symmetry of the flows entering the instrumentation
section, errors in determining true probe location or all
three.
e In general, the Hach numbers on the fan side of the splitter
tratltng edge do not decrease as much as the primary f]ow
linch numers when the primary pressure ratio is decreased.
Thts is due to the fan-to-primary pressure ratio schedule
used to stmulate the engine cycle.
. The swtrl vanes in the primary flow do not appreciably
affect the locatton of the minimum total pressure in the
wake of the splitter trailing edge. Hach numbers and
total pressures near the plug or centerltne are question-
able as the swtrl angles are too large for Internally
chtmfered total pressure probes to record the true total
pressure. Section 5.7 presents total pressure proftles
which were recorded with the total probe aligned with the
f|ow direction.
e The wake profiles from the splitter do not match the geo-
metric splitter location for the configurations listed,
indicating the stream flows do not satisfy the Kutta
condition at the tratltng edge of the splitter. This
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7.3.2 EXIT PLANE DATA
A total pressure and a total temperature probe were assembled
in the L. C. Smith traversing actuator. The O.042-inch diameter
total pressure probe and the O.093-inch diameter total
temperature probe geometric relationship is shown in the
following sketch:
The actuator/probe assembly was mounted from a bracket which was
cantilevered from the nozzle outer wall over the nozzle exit
plane such that the PT and T T probe-tips would just clear the
nozzle exit in the retracted position. Figures 18 and 19 show
the locations of the nozzle exit planes for the JT8D-9/727
production, P&WA JTSD-IOO Reference hardware, and the Boeing
JT8D-IOO Config. No. 2 hardware. Similar to the mixing plane
actuator installation, the probe/actuator assembly could also
be positioned to any circumferential location by rotating the
nozzle outer wall at the forward mount flange. Figure 308
Section 7.4, shows the installation of the L. C. Smith actuator
with the PT and TT probes at the nozzle exit plane.
The pressure and temperature sensed by the probes were recorded
simultaneously on the same XY-plotter used for the mixing plane
data. Surveys of the exit plane were conducted while simulating
the engine cycle total pressure from the fan and primary
streams at a total temperature ratio (TTp/TTF) of 2.2.
Continuous traces of PT and TT were recorded from the nozzle
exit wall to the nozzle centerline. Each trace was digitized
in a similar manner as the mixing plane data. Data processing
367
by a digital computer calculated pressure ratio, temperature
ratio, and fully expanded jet velocity.











































































For Test Configuration Nos. 2, 3, l, and 11, velocity ratio was
calculated by dividing the jet velocity at _ny given radius by
the jet velocity on the nozzle centerline; i.e. (VjET)/(VjET)_E.
This was done in order to compare with previously o'btained JT8D
full scale engine data. However, this ratio could not be used
for the JTBD-IO0 nozzles when the swirl vanes were installed in
tes + configuration numbers 4 ar,.d 19 as the velocity on the nozzle
center]ine was near zero or even possibly in the negative direc-
tion. The velocity ratio for these two configurations (No. 4
and No. 19) were calculated by dividing the jet velocity at any
given radius by the maximum velocity obtained during the traverse
from the nozzle exit radius to the centerline.
Summarizing the above figures, it can be stated that:
• There is very good agreement with the JT8D full scale engine
profiles.
. Temperature proftles are not completely mixed at the exit
plane for any of the tested configurations.
• The wake from the splttter trailing edge can be seen more
readily on the Boeing Config. No. 2 models than either the
JT8D-g production or the P&WA reference configurations.
Thts is because the distance from the splitter trailing edge
to the nozzle exit plane for Boeing Config. No. 2 is
nominally 15 inches (full scale) shorter than that for the
other configurations.
o The velocity profiles, when non-dimensionalized, are not
appreciably affected by the level of the simulated engine
power setting. This was also found true for the full scale
JT8D engine tests•
• Swirl vanes affect only the inner 15_, of the nozzle exit
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7.4 FIGURES SHOWING MODEL TEST HARDWARE
Figure 29g - Instrumentation Section.
Figure 300 - Test Config. No. 2: JT8D-9/727 Production
Nozzle.
Figure 303 - Test Config. No. 3: P&WA-IOg Reference
Hardware.
Figure 302 - Test Config. No. 4: P&WA-109 Reference
Hardware with Swlrl Vanes.
Figure 303 - Test Conflg. No. 4: P&WA-IOg Reference
Hardware with Swirl Vanes (Assembled).
Figure 304 - Test Config. No. Ig: Boeing JTBO-lOg
Hardware wlth Swlrl Vanes (Assembled).
Figure 305 - Test Conflg. No. g: Boelng JT8D-115 Hardware
wlth Yruncated Plug (PS-IS).
Figure 306 - Test Config. No. 15: Boeing JT80-117 Hardware
with Long Plug (P5-3).
Ftgure 307 -
Figure 308 -
Mixing Plane PT-Probe and Traversing Mechanism.









FIGURE 299. - INSTRUMENTATION SECTION





SPLITTER PS - INSTRLMENTATION SHROUD
FIGURE 301. - TEST CONFIGURATION NO. 3: P&WA JT8D-109 REFERENCE HARD'fARE
SWIRL VANE
ASSEMBLY
SPLITTER PS - INSTRLINENTATION SHROUD
i ¸ _ _-_ • • _ •_/ _ ,_ i•- _ _








FIGURE 303. - TEST CONFIGURATION NO. q,: P&WA JT8D-109 REFERENCE HARDWARE








FIGURE 30_. - TEST CONFIGURATION NO. 19: BOEING JT8D-109 HARDWARE






FIGURE 305. - TEST CONFIGURATION NO. 9: B3EING JT8D-II5 HARDWARE





FIGURE 306. - TEST CONFIGURATION NO. 15: BOEING JT8D-II7
HARDWAREWITH LONG PLUG (P5-3)
,T
FIGURE 307. - _IXING PLANE PT - PROBE AND TRAVERSING MECHANISM





A_ DATA REDUCTION RELATIONSHIPS
A.l FLOW COEFFICIENT BASED ON SEPARATE FLOWS, CD
_L
where Aer =
iT, PTF ..>(,__)_ ;_._. _ (_)_p..





is based on primary stream properties.
A E = Nc,zzle geometric area
(I
A.2 FLOW COEFFICIENT BASED ON FULLY MIXED FLOW, C




/_F_ PT M _
p_ p_
_I is based on ideal 100% mixed stream properties.
A.3 VELOCITY COEFFICIENT BASED ON SEPARATE FLOWS, Cv
F,t
Cv = Wap_ Vip -_
where 11"is based on primary stream properties
and Wap is the measured primary stream mass flow.
VEF -
where _" is based on fan st,,eam properties




VELOCITY COEFFICIENT BASED ON FULLY MIXED FLOW, CVM
C.,_/M -
T
where "6 ts based on 1deal 100% mixed stream properties.
i
lili
A.5 IDEAL IO0%-RIXED TOTAL TEMPERATURE AND TOTAL PRESSURr
RELATIONSHIPS
Htxing is assumed to be at constant area, wtth no heat loss and
no loss due to fe!ctlon
1
t i t4




0uantttles known at the mtxtng plane (Station (i))
• , , -6 A FMa F PT F TT F F"
, • ,"6 ,ApMap PTp TTp p
= (at the splitter trailing edge)PSF PSp
Quantities known at the 10Og-mixed p|ane (Statton (_))
kla " MaF + Map (from the crat|nuity equation)
A N = A F + Ap
The problem now ts to determine the tota] temperature
(TTN) and tota] pressure (PTN) for the ]OOZ-mtxed
conditions.
NI2
iWriting the energy equation between stations (D and
(_) allows the determination of the lO0_-mixed total
temperature, t.e.
TTM =
CpRF Wa + CpR PF TTF Wap TTp
CpR H (ida + ida )F p
IEqUATIO.AI
CpR F and CpR P, the spectftc heats at constant pressure
for the fan and primary, respectively, are determined
from the individual flow stream proper'ties given at
the mixing plane. The specific heat for a mixture,
CpRH, ts determined as follows:
CpR F Wa F + CpR p Wap
CpR M = +
Wa F Wap
IEQUATION BI
The continuity equation can be expanded, (in terms of
total pressure, tota| temperature, _ , Nach number,
and area) to the following expression using a]so the




t= _ -6_ "__..tA. #vl M
lllt
IE'quAi;O. ¢1
¥#4" ratio of specific heats, for the mixed flow
conditions can be obtained from Equation B and the
following thermodynamic relationship:
[EqUATZON O,!
The momentum e_uation between stations (1) and (_
(In terms of total pressure, total temperature,3 ,





The unknowns tn equations A, B, C, D, and E are PTM,
TTIq" NN" "_M" and CpRM; I.e., f|ve equations wtth
ftve unknowns. These equations are solved ustng a
dtgttal computer program for the lOOS-mtxed flow
conaf tlons at statton 2 .
q15
